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ABSTRACT

The effect of surface structure on the optical and electronic properties of nanomaterials

Trevor D. Hull

Surface passivation of semiconductor quantum dots is essential to preserve their efficient and robust light emitting properties. By using a lattice matched (mismatch = 0.5%) lead halide perovskite matrix, we achieve shell-like passivation of lead sulfide QDs in crystalline films, leading to efficient infrared light emission. These structures are made from a simple one-step spin coating process of an electrostatically stabilized colloidal suspension. Photoluminescence and transient absorption spectroscopy indicate rapid energy transfer between the perovskite matrix and the QDs, suggesting an interface with few trap states. In addition to housing the efficient infrared QD emitters, lead halide perovskites themselves have good carrier mobilities and low trap densities, making these solution-processable heterostructures an attractive option for electrically pumped light emitting devices.

The highest performing quantum dots for visible light applications are CdE (E=chalcogenide) core/shell heterostructures. Again, surface passivation plays a huge role in determining the brightness and robustness of visible QD emitters. Multilayer shell passivation is usually used to produce the highest quantum yield particles. Surface trap states are shown to be detrimental to luminescence output, even in thick-shelled particles. Spherical quantum wells allow for thicker shells and with good surface passivation, show promising reduction of biexciton auger recombination, as measured by a time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) microscope. TCSPC methods were used to diagnose and identify QD architectures for LED applications and explore fundamental recombination dynamics using photon antibunching measurements, and statistical analysis of blinking traces.
Introducing new surfaces onto graphitic substrates can be a useful for introducing new electronic properties, patterning device-specific geometries, or appending molecular catalysts. Metal nanoparticles were used to act as a catalyst for the gasification and etching of graphite and graphene. Several methods of controlling the initiation, propagation, and density of these trenches were explored. Patterning defects helped control where initiation occurred, while faceting existing defect sites could also enable more facile initiation and control the direction at the beginning of etching, due to the wetting mechanism of particle movement. Patterning the metal also was shown as a promising avenue to limit unwanted gasification and promote etching in specific, patterned regions. Surface functionalization using reactive gases was performed and characterized with outlook for future experiments.
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Chapter 1. Lead Sulfide Quantum Dot/Lead Halide Perovskite Heterostructures from a Single Colloidal Suspension
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1.1. Introduction

1.1.1. Electrical applications of semiconductor nanocrystals

Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) are ideal materials for efficient light emitting applications that require narrow line-widths and tunability\textsuperscript{1-3}. To preserve their best optoelectronic properties, NC solids need fully-coordinated surface atoms to prevent non-radiative traps\textsuperscript{4,5}, and moderate carrier mobility to facilitate electrical pumping of the NC emitters\textsuperscript{6}. Several approaches have been used to solve this problem, using short conductive ligands\textsuperscript{7}, encompassing PbS in CdS matrix\textsuperscript{8}, and focusing on the downconversion properties of QDs\textsuperscript{9} instead of building electrical devices.

PbS quantum dots (QDs) are among the most studied materials, after CdE (E=chalcogenide). Nanocrystalline PbS and PbSe are tunable across a broad range of infrared wavelengths, and are synthesized at relatively mild temperatures\textsuperscript{10,11}. One factor limiting the use of PbS in IR emitting applications is the lack of a suitable shell material. High quantum yield CdSe nanocrystals often have multiple layers of CdS and ZnS shells, which have relatively compatible crystal structures and wide bandgaps. Promising work has been done on synthesis of PbS cores with ZnS\textsuperscript{12}, and CdS shells\textsuperscript{13,14}, with varying results, however these still are limited by charge carrier injection, as discussed above. This work suggests a new method, encapsulation of PbS QDs in a conductive CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}PbBr\textsubscript{3} matrix, developed concurrently to similar work done in the Sargent lab.\textsuperscript{15,16}

1.1.2. Epitaxy of perovskite and Lead sulfide

The crystal structure of PbS\textsuperscript{17} is remarkably similar to that of lead halide perovskites\textsuperscript{18} – widely studied for photovoltaic\textsuperscript{19}, LED\textsuperscript{20}, and lasing\textsuperscript{21} applications because of their good carrier mobility and long diffusion lengths. This makes CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}PbBr\textsubscript{3} perovskite a good match to form
a conductive, epitaxial matrix for PbS NCs, with cubic lattice constants differing by only 0.54% (PbS = Fm3m, 5.932Å; CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ = Pm3m, 5.902 Å). Recent work has shown that PbS in perovskite solids have high solid state NIR PLQY¹⁵ as well as record power conversion efficiency in an IR LED¹⁶, however, thorough examination of the PbE – Perovskite interface, charge carrier transfer process, and cocrysal morphology requires further study.

The macroscopic epitaxy of CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ with PbS is demonstrated in Figure 2, an optical microscope image of edge-aligned single crystal perovskites (orange) templated by the atomic structure of the underlying PbS lattice (gray). Frames of a video of crystal growth are provided in Additional figures section, showing merging of individual crystallites with no visible defects.

**Figure 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mismatch</th>
<th>PbS</th>
<th>PbSe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH₃NH₃PbBr₃</td>
<td><strong>-0.54%</strong></td>
<td>-3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃NH₃PbI₃</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbBr₃</td>
<td>-1.01%</td>
<td>-4.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Left:* Crystal structure of PbS (left) and CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ perovskite (right) with lattice constants¹,². Sulfur is yellow, lead is gray, bromine is brown, and the disordered methylammonium cation is rendered as a green sphere. *Right:* Table of calculated mismatch between lead chalcogenide structures and lead halide perovskites.

PbSe was also used to template the growth of CH₃NH₃PbI₃ crystals (Figure 2), however, due to a difference in crystal structure (P4mm), thicker crystals, and excess yellow PbI₂ present, the alignment of crystals is less clear. Mixing of halides, (e.g. Br & I) may be use a useful
strategy for tuning the lattice structure to better match either PbS and PbSe, and has been used by Ning et al. 15 this may be a fruitful area for future study.

![Figure 2](image)

Left: Orange CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ crystals grown on top of PbS, showing clear alignment of crystal edges. Right: CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ grown on top of PbSe, showing some alignment of crystal edges. The yellow material is excess PbI$_2$ that has crashed out of solution but not crystallized into perovskite.

1.2. Colloidal Solutions of PbS$_n$(PbBr$_3$)$\times$(CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_m$

1.2.1. Synthesis of PbS QDs

PbS Quantum dots were synthesized using thiourea precursors as previously reported.\textsuperscript{10} Briefly, solution of Pb(O$_2$CR)$_2$ was dissolved in octadecene and heated to 90-120°C under nitrogen. 10-50mM solution of thiourea (with appropriate rate of conversion for the desired size) was injected and allowed to react until completion. The reaction mixture was then combined with hexanes upon cooling to room temperature. Methyl acetate was added to crash out the QDs and remove polar organic impurities. The solution was centrifuged a 2000 rpm, and this anti-solvent precipitation was repeated 3-5 times.
1.2.2. **Ligand Exchange**

Native Pb(O₂CR)₂ ligands were then replaced with lead halide salts using a phase transfer exchange from pentane or hexanes to N-methylformamide based on a procedure developed by Dirin *et al.*²² but modified to maximize electrostatic stability while maintaining excess perovskite precursor in solution to form the conductive matrix on crystallization. The exchange occurs rapidly, depending on the concentration of the PbS QDs and the concentration of perovskite precursor (more QDs take more time to transfer, more ions enable more rapid phase transfer). Often there is an emulsion at the interface, likely some lead halide/oleate adduct.

The resulting PbS solution in polar solution was found to contain residual oleate species by $^1$H NMR. PbSₙ([PbBr₃][NH₃CH₃])ₘ QDs were precipitated using methyl acetate anti-solvent and centrifugation before being redispersed in N-methylformamide. After the cleaning procedure was repeated three times the NMR spectrum was clear of alkene proton signals, suggesting complete removal of oleate species from the sample. The cleaning procedure also removed excess lead halide and ammonium halide salts from solution, leading to precipitates that were no longer soluble in highly polar organic solvents. The color of the precipitate varied from bright orange – resembling the CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ perovskite solid – to dark brown – resembling PbS QDs – depending on the concentration of halide salts.

1.2.3. **Stability of colloids**

Reintroduction of halide salts produced clear, dark solutions, indicating that the ionic strength of the solution plays an important role in the stability of the electrostatically stabilized QDs. Even the brightly orange colored precipitates formed clear, dark solutions, suggesting the full dissolution of perovskite precursor salts. According to the DLVO theory of colloidal stability, increased ionic strength should decrease the solubility of electrostatically
stabilized colloids by shielding the electric field created by surface charges, thereby decreasing the repulsive electronic double layer interactions.\textsuperscript{23} If the surface ions (e.g. PbBr\textsubscript{3}) are highly labile, however, the increased shielding may be compensated for by an increase in surface charge due to a higher concentration of anions binding to the NC surface. Assuming an equilibrium between anions bound to nanocrystal surface sites and free anions in solutions, surface charge can be increased by pushing equilibrium towards surface bound anions. In a similar manner, Dirin et al. suggest using solvents that are poor at solvating anions, such as propylene carbonate, to increase the surface charge by reducing the lability of surface anions.\textsuperscript{22} This method is useful for increasing colloid stability, but makes introduction of additional halide salts, which will become the conductive matrix in the solid state, difficult. Since halide salts in solution were removed, additional CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}Br and PbBr\textsubscript{2} were added to the solution after ligand exchange. The second addition of halide salts allowed for precise control over perovskite precursor concentration and the relative loading of QD emitters in the cocrystal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent Property</th>
<th>Dielectric constant</th>
<th>E\textsubscript{r}/N</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>AN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-methyl formamide</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N,N-dimethyl formamide</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene Carbonate</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ideal solvent for electrostatically stable colloids will have sufficient dielectric constant to allow the separation of ions so that electric double layers can form on the surface of the particles.\textsuperscript{23} This allows the particles to electrostatically oppose each other and yields colloidal
solubility. Table 1 lists several experimental parameters of solvents used in this study. Dimroth’s number (E\textsubscript{T}N) is a measure of the polarity or ionizing power of a solvent, defined by the wavelength of maximum absorbance of a solvochromatic dye (usually pyridiniophenolate) normalized to water and trimethyl silane as 1 and 0, respectively.\textsuperscript{24,25} Donor (DN) and Acceptor (AN) Numbers were developed by Gutmann\textsuperscript{26} to help describe the Lewis basicity and acidity of solvents. DN is measured as the negative enthalpy (-\(\Delta H\)) of formation of an adduct of the solvent molecule in question with SbCl\textsubscript{5} in dichloroethane. AN is measured using \(^{31}\)P NMR shifts of triethylenephosphine oxide adducts with Lewis acidic solvent molecules.\textsuperscript{27} Solvents with low AN are helpful to prevent anion dissociation. A high Donor Number is preferred to enable cation dissociation. At first glance it appears that Propylene Carbonate (PC) is the ideal choice (as used by Dirin et al.\textsuperscript{22}) however, perovskite precursors are not soluble in this solvent. DMF is also a good choice, and was often used as an exchange medium (due to the availability of dry DMF), however it has a relatively low dielectric constant, which made the exchange less facile (though possible) and the colloidal stability was reduced. A cosolvent system of propylene carbonate and DMF produced stable colloids but lackluster photoluminescence properties, perhaps due to separation of perovskite domains (soluble in DMF) and QD domains (soluble in PC). N-methyl formamide (NMF) was found to be the best option with additional perovskite precursor salts added to compensate for its high AN passivation of anions, as discussed above. Table 1 lists the relevant information about solvent choice, with some comparisons to other common polar organic solvents.

1.2.4. Air-free ligand exchange

Another important factor affecting the ligand exchange and colloidal stability of the PbS particles with perovskite precursor ligands is exposure to air. PbS samples capped with
Pb(oleate) that had been left in ambient environment often showed poor exchange, and especially, poor solubility in polar solution - even with excess dissolved ions as discussed previously. It is likely that these samples had experienced some oxidation on the surface, thus preventing binding of [PbBr₃]⁻ anions to the surface of the particle. Not only did this obviously impact the colloidal stability, but it would likely have been detrimental to the optical performance of the resultant cocrystal.

Samples of PbS that were either fresh or stored in the glovebox showed much greater stability. Unfortunately, the ligand exchange and sample preparation could not be performed in a nitrogen glovebox, because of fears that the methylammonium salts could degrade into acidic products that would be detrimental to the glovebox catalyst. To achieve air-free exchanges samples were generally prepared on a Schlenk line under positive argon pressure with a septum on top of a glass vial. An equal volume of perovskite precursor solution in dry DMF from the Nuckolls lab solvent system, or gas sparged NMF would be added via syringe, and the phase exchange transfer agitation would take place in this vial. Cleaning to remove excess oleate species was done by centrifuging the glass vial, with some padding to prevent glass breakage.

1.3. Crystallization from PbSₐ([PbBr₃][NH₃CH₃])ₘ solution

Due to the high boiling point of N-methylformamide, additional steps were required to ensure the crystallization of the perovskite matrix without impacting the interface with the PbS. For samples made using spin coating, toluene was added a few seconds after the solution was deposited to the spinning substrate to reduce the polarity of the solution and induce crystallization. Samples were then gently annealed (T<50°C) to help dry the substrate. For samples analyzed on TEM grids, even if they were spun coat, samples were loaded into a
vacuum oven and left under vacuum at room temperature overnight or longer. Higher
temperature annealing was found to be detrimental to the optical properties of the cocrystals, as
discussed later.

1.3.1. Morphology of cocrystals on substrate

This solution of PbS₉([PbBr₃][NH₃CH₃])₉ was then spun coat onto glass or sapphire
substrates that had been cleaned and treated with oxygen plasma to increased hydrophilicity.
This simple one-step spin coating of a single solution containing both the QD emitters and the
conductive passivating matrix is advantageous for low-cost processing. The samples appeared
orange in color, due to the relatively low loading of PbS NCs and the strong absorbance of
CH₃NH₃PbBr₃, and showed large perovskite domains.

Figure 3

Left: Optical microscope image of cocrystal domains on ITO. Right: AFM micrograph of
cocrystal domains on ITO. Height bar included indicated domain heights of approximately 240
nm
1.3.2. **TEM Micrographs of cocrystals**

Transmission electron micrographs taken on the cocrystals revealed monodisperse, spherical NCs forming square assemblies ranging from 4 – 20 NCs, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The NCs appear to be mostly separated (i.e. no crystal necking) and have aligned crystal lattices, as detailed in Figure 4, suggesting the presence of an epitaxial matrix surrounding them. The space between the NCs may be amorphous or beam-damaged perovskite. It is worth noting that neither Dirin et al.\textsuperscript{22}, or Ning et al.\textsuperscript{15} did not observe square assemblies in TEM micrographs of their similar samples.

**Figure 4**

TEM micrograph of PbS NCs in CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}PbBr\textsubscript{3} crystal matrix. The lattice planes of the NCs are clearly aligned while the spherical particles are separated by the perovskite matrix.
The perovskite matrix is highly unstable under high electron flux, however, forming crystalline, high-contrast degradation products, which can easily be misidentified as embedded NCs. This makes direct imaging of the NC-perovskite interface virtually impossible on a microscope operating at normal electron flux. All inorganic CsPbBr$_3$, used in place of the hybrid organic/inorganic perovskite with the hope of increasing stability for electron microscopy studies, proved equally unstable under normal operating conditions.

**Figure 5**

TEM micrographs of PbS/CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ co crystal. Taken in succession from A-D.
Crystalline degradation products showed a drastic loss in bromine by EDS analysis (Figure 6), suggesting that the instability is due, in part, to loss of halide from the sample. It is not difficult to imagine a residual sample of Pb metal or a Cs/Pb alloy creating a crystalline, strongly diffracting area on the TEM grid. Using a direct electron detector to monitor crystalline structure of the perovskite at low electron flux, we have estimated the threshold to beam damage to be on the order of 1000 e/(Å² sec) in CsPbBr₃.

In Figure 5 a large square array of PbS nanocrystals is visible on the left side of a larger, diffraction domain, note the larger crystalline objects on the right and bottom of the micrograph. As this area is continually exposed to the electron beam from 5A-D one can see the square array of nanocrystals is obscured, presumably by some degradation product of the perovskite matrix that is surrounding the nanocrystals. The larger crystalline degradation products surrounding the array grow in size, and new degradation crystalline domains grow where there once was clear nanocrystals underneath. These results suggest that the nanocrystals are fully surrounded by electron beam sensitive perovskite material.
Figure 6

HAADF STEM elemental mapping of PbS/perovskite cocrystal. The degradation products (brightly diffracting in the top left) appear to be mostly Pb metal and diffract electrons efficiently

1.4. Optical Properties

Surface passivation of the PbS quantum dots is achieved by the nearly perfect epitaxial alignment of the lead halide perovskite. The matrix can be thought of as an extended shell, passivating surface traps and isolating cores from their surrounding chemical environment. Given the good carrier mobilities of lead halide perovskites, attributed to the unique structural properties of the crystal structure, this system should exhibit both effective surface passivation and increased charge transport from a single electrostatically stabilized colloidal dispersion.
1.5. Band structure

Figure 7 shows a proposed band structure for the PbS/CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ cocrystals, based on the size dependent band edges of PbS QDs as reported by Jaseniak et al.\textsuperscript{31} and literature values for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$.\textsuperscript{32}

![Figure 7](image)

HOMO and LUMO of PbS QDs\textsuperscript{31} (purple) as a function of size plotted against valence and conduction bands of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ (orange). The size dependence of the PbS QD HOMO and LUMO allows for the preparation of both type I and type II aligned heterostructures.

Since the electronic structure of QDs depends strongly on the nature of the QD surface chemistry\textsuperscript{5,33}, it is likely that the absolute position of these bands may change. The local electronic structure of the PbS/Peroxskite interface is likewise difficult to predict, given electronic interactions between the two. This proposed band structure, however, is a useful tool for both planning cocrystal structure (e.g. NC size) and for understanding the results of our experiments. As seen in Figure 7, Type-I semiconductor systems, ideal for light emitting
applications, are easy to access across a wide range of nanocrystal emission energies in the infrared in these cocrystals.

**Figure 8**

*Left:* Solid state absorptance spectrum of PbS/perovskite cocrystal with clear features indicating PbS NC (1.3 eV) and CH3NH3PbBr3 (2.4 eV) light absorption  *Right:* Photoluminescence spectra of PbS NCs and perovskite emission from cocrystal as a function of PbS loading.

### 1.5.1. Absorbance and Photoluminescence

The absorptance spectra of PbS/CH3NH3PbBr3 co crystal on glass substrate shown in Figure 8 contain characteristic transition features of both PbS NCs (1.4 eV) and the CH3NH3PbBr3 matrix (2.3 eV). Photoluminescence spectra on the same substrates at different QD loadings are also shown in Figure 8, where we observe both QD (~1.1 eV) and perovskite (~2.3 eV) emission. The photoluminescence (PL) signal of the PbS (~1.1 eV) increases as expected due to an increased number of emitters. The CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite emission spectra are more interesting, as an increase in QD loading leads to a *decrease* in perovskite emission. Because the photoluminescence quench is so pronounced, and the same concentration of perovskite precursor solution was used in all samples, the quench in PL intensity suggests that...
electron hole-pairs generated in the perovskite are transferred to the NCs instead of recombining. PL excitation spectroscopy confirmed the quench in PL corresponded to energy transfer into PbS NCs. While monitoring the emission of NCs the energy of the excitation beam was tuned between 1.6 eV and 2.8 eV.

![Figure 9](image)

PL excitation spectra monitoring NC emission of PbS with native ligands (black, dashed) and in perovskite matrix (red, solid). Increased intensity at ~2.3 eV corresponds to perovskite band edge.

The spectra of NCs in perovskite and NCs as synthesized (with native lead oleate ligands) in Figure 9 show a distinct rise in PL intensity when the cocrystal is pumped at energies greater than 2.3 eV, corresponding to absorption of perovskite. This indicates carrier transfer from the perovskite to the PbS. The PbS with native lead oleate ligands show no drastic increase at 2.3eV.
1.5.2. Transient Absorption

To probe the dynamics of energy transfer, samples of the cocrystal were spun on sapphire substrates and given to M. Tuan Trinh, a collaborator in Prof. Xiaoyang Zhu’s group, to measure using ultrafast transient absorption. Figure 10 shows a heat map of the difference spectra taken below the perovskite band edge.

![Figure 10](image)

*Left:* Transient absorption difference spectra heat map taken of cocrystal below perovskite band edge. *Right:* difference spectra taken at 1 ps delay time when pumped above (blue) and below (red) perovskite band edge.

A clear bleach in absorbance is seen in at the quantum dot 1S\textsubscript{e}-1S\textsubscript{h} transition (1 eV). Samples were also pumped above the onset of CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}PbBr\textsubscript{3} absorbance. Increased bleaching of the quantum dot 1S\textsubscript{e}-1S\textsubscript{h} transition is seen when pump energies above the perovskite bandgap are used, confirming charge-carrier transfer from matrix to NC.

When this transition is integrated over early time scales (up to 5 ps) normalized traces measured with pump energies above the matrix bandgap are indistinguishable from those with below gap energies (Figure 11). In other words, bleaching due to electron-hole pairs generated in the NCs has the same rise-time as bleaching from perovskite excitation. This suggests that
charge-carrier transfer occurs at time scales faster than instrument response, on the order of 100 fs. If transfer was slower (e.g. ps-ns scale) one would expect to see an increase in the bleaching signal over these time scales as carriers continue to fill electronic states. The rapid rate of carrier transfer into the NCs suggests that defects at the interface of NC and perovskite do not create charge carrier trap states, and that the NCs that receive energy transfer from the matrix are within some distance of an excitation that allows for the charges to diffuse to them in under ~500 fs.

**Figure 11**

*Left:* Time trace integrated area of the PbS bleach (0.9-1.1eV) pumped below (red, dashed) and above (blue, solid) perovskite band edge. Normalized (red, solid) trace indicates rapid carrier transfer. *Right:* Plot of PLE superimposed on bleaching ratio, showing increase in PbS bleaching when perovskite begins absorbing.

The increased bleaching above matrix bandgap is confirmed by the bleaching ratio, Figure 11, which is the bleaching signal of the cocrystals divided by the bleaching of a sample of native Pb(O2CR)2 capped PbS QDs. To normalize for increased absorption of QDs at higher photon energies and fluctuations in laser pump intensity, the bleaching signal of the PbS/CH3NH3PbBr3 was divided by the bleaching of a PbS(Pb(O2CR)2) solid sample.

The increase of this bleaching ratio corresponds well with the band edge absorption of the perovskite and the PLE data discussed previously. Note that this bleaching ratio is ~1.5 below
the band gap, instead of normalized to 1, indicating excess PbS absorption in the
PbS/CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ sample due to a higher concentration of dots in the sample. The rapid rate of
carrier transfer into the QDs suggests that defects at the interface of NC and perovskite do not
create charge carrier trap states.

Figure 12

Left: PLE spectra of small, 1.5 eV absorbing PbS, with native oleate ligands and perovskite
matrix. PL intensity is quenched across all excitation wavelengths. Right: Schematics of Type-I
and Type-II energy level diagrams showing localization of charges (Type-I) and separation of
charges (Type-II).

When smaller sized QDs are used (diameter = 2.7 nm) PLE studies show an overall
quench of the QD luminescence relative to QD only samples, although there is still energy
transfer occurring (Figure 12). Type-II arrangement may be accessible in this size regime,
according to Figure 7, and the quench is likely from charge separation between the perovskite
and the QDs (Figure 12). Photoluminescence lifetimes were also used to study the emissive
properties of the cocystal samples. Small bandgap, Type-I structures preserved the PL lifetime
relative to Pb(O$_2$CR)$_2$ capped QD solids, while large bandgap, Type-II structures saw reduced
relative PL lifetimes (Figure 13). If electron-hole pairs are able to separate in Type-II structures a reduced lifetime is expected. The PL lifetime of the large bandgap QDs was longer than that of small bandgap QDs, which is why we compare to the native ligand system as a control.

**Figure 13**

![IR PL lifetime decay trace of PbS(PbBr₃)[CH₃NH₃]) and (PbS)ₙ(Pb(O₂CR)₂ native oleate ligands](image)

**Left:** Type-I alignment between PbS and perovskite **Right:** Type-II alignment (higher bandgap PbS)

IR PL lifetime decay trace of PbS(PbBr₃)[CH₃NH₃]) and (PbS)ₙ(Pb(O₂CR)₂ native oleate ligands

1.6. **Conclusions and Outlook for PbS/perovskite cocrystals**

Efficient charge carrier transfer from CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ into PbS was demonstrated via photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy and ultrafast transient absorption. This charge injection is made possible by the passivation of PbS QD surfaces by the epitaxially matched CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ matrix. With careful choice of solvent and ionic strength, stable colloidal solutions of PbSₙ([PbBr₃][NH₃CH₃])ₙ can be produced, enabling simple spin-coating fabrication of cocrystals. This represents an exciting opportunity to continue development of efficient QD devices and to study the fundamental carrier transfer dynamics between the two materials. NIR
PLQY measurements were attempted with collaborators, however, the samples provided required more optimization for the measurement to yield reliable results. Higher PLQY when pumped above the perovskite band-edge would further confirm the potential for use in IR emissive applications.

Future work should include transient absorption measurements of small PbS QDs to confirm Type-II alignment, measurements of band energies of both perovskite and QDs in the cocrystals, and clear evidence of epitaxial alignment at the nanoscale using TEM.

1.7. Growing Single crystals of lead halide perovskites

In order to better grow large, high quality single crystals of lead halide perovskite containing methylammonium (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$^+$, Cesium (Cs$^+$), mixed with lead bromide (Br$^-$), Chloride (Cl$^-$), and Iodide (I$^-$) systematic experiments were required. In general, a solution of the lead halide precursor mixed with the cation were dissolved in a polar organic solvent. This solution was exposed to a volatile, non-polar solvent in a closed chamber. The nature of the solvent and anti-solvent has strong impact on the resulting crystals. Table 2 below illustrates images of some of the results. In general, results either formed large orange crystals, small orange crystals, white needle crystals, yellow fluorescent crystals, or some combination of these. The use of dimethyl formamide as solvent generally lead to high quality orange crystals, with some white needles. The use of formamide as solvent generally lead to yellow fluorescent crystals, with some white needles and some orange crystals. The choice of anti-solvent also played a large role. Acetone failed to produce any perovskite crystals; IPA was a good choice for forming large, high quality perovskite crystals. N-propyl formamide worked similarly to IPA, but worked more slowly, yielding larger crystals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dimethyl formamide</th>
<th>N-methyl Formamide</th>
<th>Formamide</th>
<th>Dimethyl Sulfoxide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>White Needles</td>
<td>White Needles, Dark color</td>
<td>White Needles, Yellow Crystals</td>
<td>Dark Color, White Needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isopropyl Alcohol</td>
<td>Orange crystals (0.5M, 1M, 1.6M)</td>
<td>Orange crystals, White precipitate</td>
<td>Orange Crystals, Yellow Crystals</td>
<td>White Needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichloromethane</td>
<td>Orange Crystals</td>
<td>Orange crystals, White precipitate</td>
<td>Orange Crystals, Yellow Crystals</td>
<td>Orange Crystals, Yellow Crystals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitromethane</td>
<td>Orange Crystals</td>
<td>Orange crystals, White precipitate</td>
<td>Orange Crystals, Yellow Crystals</td>
<td>White precipitate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crystals of $\text{CsPbBr}_3$ were made using the same method, generally using isopropyl or n-propyl alcohol as antisolvent and dimethyl formamide as solvent. $\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbCl}_3$ single crystals could only be grown from diffusion of n-propyl alcohol vapor into a 0.15 M solution of 1:1 lead chloride (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and methylamine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) in concentrated hydrochloric acid (37%, Sigma-Aldrich). Single crystals were provided to collaborators who performed IR$^{34}$, Raman$^{35}$, and transport measurements$^{28}$ to better understand their intrinsic materials properties.

1.7.1. Formamide lead bromide crystals

Interestingly, the yellow crystals - which formed when Formamide (HCONH$_2$) was used as antisolvent, and a small amount with DMSO/DCM - formed bright yellow, fluorescent crystals. Single Crystal XRD revealed a layered (HCONH$_2$)PbBr$_2$ crystal with formamide molecules in a hydrogen bonding network between the PbBr$_2$ layers. (Figure 15).
Representative pictures of single crystals grown from solution. *Left:* White needles grown from dimethyl formamide solution with acetone antisolvent. *Middle:* Orange CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ perovskite crystals grown from dimethyl formamide solution with nitromethane antisolvent. *Right:* Yellow (HCONH$_2$)PbBr$_2$ crystals (with some perovskite crystals as well) grown from Formamide solution with dichloromethane antisolvent.

Crystal structure of formamide$_2$PbBr$_2$ along the c and a axis, respectively. Lead (gray) atoms are bound to Bromide atoms (brown) in layers with solvent (formamide) hydrogen bonding interstitial.
1.8. Additional Figures

![Optical images of single crystal growth of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ (orange). Colored circles highlight single crystals growing together.]

Figure 16

1.9. Experimental

1.9.1. Materials and Methods

Methylamine solution (40% in H$_2$O), 48% Hydrobromic acid, lead bromide, lead chloride, methylamine hydrochloride, and lead iodide were purchased from Sigma and used without further purification.

PbS synthesis

1.3 eV PbS NCs (PLE) 0.6 g lead oleate and 6.8 g of 1-octene were combined in a 3 neck round bottom flask in an inert glovebox. The solution was heated to 90°C on a Schlenk line under Ar. A solution of 50 mM 2,6-trifluoromethylphenyl, phenyl thiourea in 0.6 g diphenyl
ether was injected. Reaction mixture was cleaned by precipitation using methyl acetate, centrifugation, and redispersion in hexanes.

**1.0 eV PbS NCs (Transient Absorption)** 2.8 g lead oleate and 33.4 g of 1-octene were combined in a 3 neck round bottom flask in an inert glovebox. The solution was heated to 110°C on a Schlenk line under Ar. A solution of 40 mM 4-fluoromethylphenyl, dodecyl thiourea in 2.5 mL dibutyl ether was injected, the reaction took about 28 minutes to finish. Reaction mixture was cleaned by precipitation using methyl acetate, centrifugation, and redispersion in hexanes.

**CH$_3$NH$_3$Br synthesis**

150 mL methylamine (1.3 eq) in H$_2$O solution was stirred in a 1 L round bottom flask at 0°C. 150 mL of HBr solution was added dropwise while stirring. After complete addition the solution was stirred for 30 minutes. Salt was recovered from solution with the rotary evaporator and dissolved in ethanol. Solution was heated to 75°C and stirred until dissolved. About 50 mL diethyl ether was added and the sample was placed in the fridge to recrystallize. Recrystallization was repeated until colorless, white crystals were recovered.

**Perovskite precursor ligand exchange**

PbS nanocrystal solution in hexanes (10-60 mM PbS) were added to a vial with 50 mM CH$_3$NH$_3$Br and PbBr$_2$ dissolved in N-methylformamide (NMF) or Dimethyl formamide (DMF). Sample was shaken or otherwise agitated until all the dark solution had moved into the bottom, polar NMF phase. The top hexanes layer was carefully decanted off, and the solution was added to a centrifuge tube where 10-50 mL of methyl acetate was added to precipitate the QDs and orange perovskite. The solid was redispersed in NMF and this process was repeated 2x more.
After 3 washes the solid was redispersed in NMF and additional CH$_3$NH$_3$Br and PbBr$_2$ was added to improve solubility and create the perovskite crystal.

**Transmission Electron Microscopy**

Micrographs of (PbS)$_n$([PbBr$_3$][CH$_3$NH$_3$]) co crystals were recorded on FEI TALOS F200X Transmission/ Scanning Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples were deposited on O$_2$ plasma treated SiN TEM grids.

**Photoluminescence**

Visible photoluminescence was obtained on a Horiba Fluoromax-4. Infrared photoluminescence spectra and lifetime on a Horiba Fluorolog-3, courtesy of Dr. Steffen Jockusch.

**Absorptance**

Absorptance measurements were calculated from transmittance and reflectance measurements made using an integrating sphere on a lambda 950 UV/Vis spectrometer. The absorptance was plotted as $-log\left(\frac{t}{t_g} + \frac{r}{r_o}\right)$ where $t$ and $r$ are the transmittance and reflectance of the sample, respectively, $t_g$ is the transmittance of a blank glass substrate, and $r_o$ is the baseline reflectance of the integrating sphere.

**Transient absorption spectroscopy**

Transient absorption spectra were taken at Brookhaven National Lab on a home built set up in the lab of Dr. Matt Sfeir. Dr. M. Tuan Trinh made the measurements and analysis.
Single crystal XRD

Yellow, green-fluorescent crystals of PbBr$_2$(C$_2$H$_6$N$_2$O)$_2$ were grown from a diffusion of dichloromethane into formamide at room temperature. A large block that slowly decomposes under the microscope (.27 x .15 x .10 mm) was mounted with the aid of STP oil treatment and cooled to 100 K on the diffractometer. Complete data (99.6%) were collected to 0.833 Å. 14,510 reflections (# unique 2,127, # observed 2,089 >4σ(F$_o$) were collected with R$_{int}$ of 0.0762 and R(sigma) of 0.0511 after absorption correction (T$_{max}$ = 0.142; T$_{min}$ = 0.025). The space-group was determined as Cc based upon systematic absences, and the structure was solved using SHELXS by the Patterson method. A higher symmetry solution in C2/c fails. All non-H atoms were located routinely, and the hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and refined with riding coordinates and ADPs. The final refinement (2127 data, 82 parameters, 2 restraints) converged with R$_1$(F$_o$ > 4σ(F$_o$)) = 3.05%, wR$_2$ = 6.44%, and S = 1.029. Full = 0.833 Å, Max = 0.720 Å, Highest peak = 1.70, Deepest hole = -2.21
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2.1. Introduction

2.1.1. Single particle fluorescence

Understanding the dynamics of light emission has been a central focus of quantum dot (QD) studies as better understanding of parasitic processes has helped develop design principles that create more efficient QD emitters.\(^1\)–\(^6\) Ensemble measurements, though more practical and more closely tied to real-world applications, must be supplemented by measurements of single particles, to understand how the microstructures affect macro effects. The most striking example of the importance of single particle measurements is the discovery of fluorescent intermittency or “blinking”\(^7,8\), an effect that is not possible to see in ensemble measurements. Single particle measurements represent an exciting opportunity to more deeply understand the dynamic processes that lead to QD optical degradation\(^9\)–\(^11\) and LED droop\(^12\)–\(^14\) in specific architectures. For example, there is still debate over the model of blinking\(^15\)–\(^18\), as simple charging\(^19\) and Auger models\(^20\) do not completely capture the power law statistics found in most samples.
2.2. Measurement and Data Analysis Techniques

2.2.1. Instrumentation and Data format

Single particle measurements were made on a Picoquant Microtime200 Time Correlated Single Photon counting (TCSPC) confocal fluorescence microscope. A 405 nm pulsed laser (also with continuous wave capability) is fiber coupled into the optical unit and directed through a beam splitter to a CCD camera to enable focusing the objective. The remaining laser light is guided to a dichroic filter and into the microscope objective. Fluorescence signal is collected out of the same objective, through the dichroic and a 450 nm long pass filter before hitting a pinhole (30-150 µm) aligned to the focus of the objective to reduce the sampling volume. The filtered fluorescence signal is then collected on two single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) with an optional 50/50 beam splitter.

Figure 1

Schematic of Picoquant Microtime200 confocal TCSPC microscope.
The data is recorded in what is known as Time Tagged Time-Resolved mode\textsuperscript{21}, where the TCSPC electronics begin the timing “stop watch” when a laser pulse is produced, and end the timing when a photon is detected at one of the SPADs (Figure 2). The data is recorded in a Picoquant specific data format called .ptu designed for fast writing from the computer. This file contains an initial header with information about the measurement and hardware, then an array of photon data with the time of the laser pulse, the so-called “nanotime” which is the time between the laser pulse and the detected photon, the identity of the detector, and a special bit used for parsing the photon data. This format is known as T3, while another format T2 measures the beginning of the experiment as the “stopwatch” start and the photon arrival as the stop, ignoring the laser pulses and only counting the absolute time of the photon arrival. Importantly, as we’ll see, T3 measurements can easily be converted to T2 format.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Schematic of time-tagged time resolved photon arrival data recording process. Green and red dots are photons arrivals at detector 1 and 2, respectively. The two photons emitted after the first laser pulse may be due to multiple particles or biexciton emission, as discussed below.}
\end{figure}

The product of this data is, essentially, a list of photons and the time they arrived. These data can be used in a variety of ways through binning and correlation to understand the time dynamics of the fluorescent probe. Unfortunately, this setup does not have a spectrometer, so the SPADs
also detect fluorescent photons from dark counts, reflections, SPAD afterglow, and defects on the glass substrate. It is important to keep these effects in mind during the data analysis.

To help understand the data presented in this section, here I will introduce the analytical methods and how they are derived from photon arrival times.

2.2.2. Photoluminescence lifetime:

Photoluminescence lifetime histograms are among the most common applications of TCSPC data. These plots are generated by making a histogram of the nanotimes, i.e. the time between the laser pulse and the detected photon. The basic experiment is to excite a fluorophore, and see how long it takes for it to emit a photon. The data only becomes meaningful when this measurement is repeated millions of times and analyzed statistically. The resulting histogram is fit to a combination of exponential functions, though ideal behavior is monoexponential, indicating one process controlling the photoluminescence output with some characteristic decay time. Generally quantum dots are bi- or tri-exponential, especially on substrates, due to charging, multiexciton behavior, trapping, and other non-radiative processes.\textsuperscript{22,23}
2.2.3. Photoluminescence time trace:

Time traces are measures of the intensity of fluorescence over time. Since fluorescence intensity is itself a measure of the number of photons over a given time, we need to create another histogram. This time we are creating bins of some arbitrary width, generally between 10-100 ms, and counting the photons from their arrival time since the beginning of the experiment. These plots contain a Poisson distribution of photon intensities, in addition to fluorescence intermittency or “blinking” behaviors. When a single particle is measured, non-radiative processes cause the intensity to drop to zero, or sometimes to an intensity level between “on” and “off” states, which may be due to improper binning or so called “gray” states that are weakly emissive.\textsuperscript{17,24} It’s important to note that blinking itself is not \textit{proof} that you are measuring a single particle, though it is useful to help find likely single particles. Blinking is a universal process, all fluorescent particles blink\textsuperscript{8}, though reduced blinking quantum dots have been designed and intensely researched\textsuperscript{1,25}. The arbitrary bin width mentioned earlier is an important
parameter to consider when analyzing time traces. Bins need to be long enough to hold statistical significance, e.g. distinguishing “off” and “on” states, but should not be so long that they obscure faster dynamics, e.g. if the fluorophore switches from “on” to “off” halfway through the bin and produces a “grey” state that exists not due to some intrinsic process, but from the choice of bin width.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{Figure 4}

![Example fluorescence intensity time trace with clear blinking behavior](image)

2.2.4. \textit{Fluorescence Lifetime Intensity Distribution:}

Depending on the size of the bin width, more data analysis can be done on the photons \textit{within} each time trace bin. One helpful method is to see how the fluorescence lifetime and intensity behavior correlate to one another. This is commonly represented in fluorescence lifetime intensity distribution (FLID) heat plots\textsuperscript{10,11}. These are calculated by calculating the lifetime histogram and fitting within the time trace bins, then plotting that against the intensity of said bin. Several reports have used this technique to draw distinctions between different particle blinking behavior. One can also create thresholds in intensity to analyze the lifetime behavior of a given fluorescent state. Interestingly the “on” state of QDs is nearly always a monoexponential.
2.2.5. **Statistical behavior of fluorescence intermittency**

Understanding the temporal fluctuations in intensity is important to understanding the behavior of fluorescent particles in real applications where they will, more than likely, be expected to produce fluorescence over some time. While some insight into this behavior can be gleaned by inspecting fluorescence time traces, greater insight is found in statistically analyzing these plots. To do this we will “digitize” these data, by assigning a threshold intensity to define “on” fluorescent states above and “off” dark states below (red line, Figure 4, for example). We can then calculate the probability function of staying in the “on” or “off” state using Equation 1 (Note that \( \text{on} \) can be replaced with \( \text{off} \) to calculate the probability of off states).

Equation 1:

\[
P(t_{\text{on}}) = \frac{N(t_{\text{on}})}{\sum_{\text{on}}^\text{tot}} \frac{1}{\delta \text{t}_{\text{on}} \text{avg}}
\]

For QD blinking traces the probability statistics, when plotted against the on/off time \( t \) follow power law statistics\(^{20} \), according to equation 2 and seen in the fit to Figure X. Again, power law statistics do not fit Auger or charging models of blinking, and there is still no consensus around the correct model to use for fluorescence intermittency.\(^{15-17,19,20} \)

Equation 2:

\[
P(t) \propto t^{-\beta}
\]

2.2.6. **Power dependence of blinking statistics**

While off-state probabilities are generally well described by power law statistics, deviations can occur in on-state behavior due to the contribution of multiple excited charges (multiexcitons)\(^{26} \). This introduces an exponential cut-off at longer times, given in Equation 3, presumably due to the non-radiative recombination of multiexcitons dominating other processes.

Equation 3:

\[
P(t) \propto t^{-\beta} e^{-\frac{t}{\alpha}}
\]
Since the probability of generating multiexcitons is proportional to the photon flux,\textsuperscript{27} higher laser power generally produces a more distinct exponential cutoff. This behavior can be seen at low laser power, depending on the sample architecture, but is less common.

2.2.7. \textit{Second order cross correlation:}

Correlating photon arrival times is another useful tool in analyzing TCSPC data.\textsuperscript{21} Correlation spectroscopy has been used extensively in biological fields to study rotational dynamics,\textsuperscript{28,29} protein ligand interactions,\textsuperscript{30} and other useful diffusion information.\textsuperscript{31} Using Equation 4, the fluorescence intensity is correlated between detector 1 and detector 2, thus each data point in Figure 5 represents \textit{two} detected photons, and the value on the x-axis is the time delay between them. Correlation were performed using a python script based on an algorithm developed by Laurence \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32}

Equation 4: \[ G^2(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-m} \frac{I_1(i\tau) I_2((i\tau+m\tau)}{\langle I_1 \rangle \langle I_2 \rangle (M-m)} \]

Here the intensity I over time t is calculated in bins of width $\tau$. M is the total number of bins, and m is an integer such that $m\tau = \Delta t$. 1 and 2 refer to the two SPAD detectors.

Obviously the most likely time spacing between two photons will be equal to the time between laser pulses, since the likelihood of fluorescence decays exponentially after an excitation. This method, measuring a single, stationary, fluorescent molecule and correlating its fluorescence intensity with linear time delay bins, is often known as antibunching because it is a useful tool for determining if an emitter is indeed a single particle.\textsuperscript{33}
Example correlogram showing clear photon antibunching i.e. near zero signal at 0 delay time.

For most fluorophores, only one electron can be excited at a time, so there should be no correlation with delay times less than the rep-rate of the laser, (if there is more than one particle the greatest correlation amplitude should be at 0 decay time, for the same reasons that decay times of +/- 1 rep rate have high correlation amplitude). QD band edges, however, are degenerate, and higher energy levels are close enough to the band edge to accommodate several electrons at a time\(^{22,34,35}\), so multiexcitonic contributions can lead to correlation amplitude at 0 delay time\(^ {27}\). Deconvoluting these effects is important when analyzing single particle fluorescence data of QDs, and offers an opportunity to study the recombination efficiency of multiexciton processes.\(^ {36}\)

2.2.8. Time-gating

Figure 6
Cartoon illustrating time gating data analysis. The photons within the time gate box will be discarded.

Due to the sensitivity of the single photon counting avalanche diodes (SPADs) single particle fluorescence is a powerful tool for measuring single particles and debris, dust, and other foreign contaminants that fluorescence slightly under laser excitation. Because the particles measured in this work are deposited from solution, aggregation is common, and must be accounted for. This is especially true for larger nanocrystals, where aggregation is common under certain conditions, such as dilute solution. Second order cross-correlation measurements are commonly used to determine the single particle nature of emitters, but an additional data processing step is needed to rule out multiexciton contributions. Because biexciton emission occurs one photon after the other applying a time gate, i.e. discarding photons that are recorded sometime after the laser pulse, (see Figure 6) can remove multiexciton contributions from the correlograms. As seen in Figure 7 this leads to clear antibunching, unambiguously proving the measurement was made on a single QD. Ensuring the lifetime decay of the single particle vs ensemble resemble one another is also useful in double-checking the measurement is made on the target fluorophore.
The calculation of time-gated correlograms represents a major limitation of Picoquant Symphotime64 data analysis software. This analytical technique is not required by most biological scientists using the instruments (a majority of purchasers) so not only has this not been implemented in the software, the ability to do them separately does not exist due to the different data acquisition file formats used. Software designed to interconvert these formats (T3 for delay time, T2 for absolute arrival time, though confusingly both use the same .ptu file extension) and, optionally, perform time gating, was created for this study. The data presented in this thesis, including time-gated correlograms, was calculated and manipulated using a different software suite also created by the author for this study, that is more versatile. More information can be found in Appendix 1 and both software source codes can be found at www.github.com/trevhull.
2.2.9. *Photon avalanche breakdown*

The strong, sharp correlation signal at 0 delay time in the time-gated single QD correlogram in Figure 7 lacks the exponential slope found from photoluminescence decay processes and can easily be determined to be an instrument response, not a signal from the fluorescence of the particles.\(^{39}\) The signal likely arises from reflections within the optical box, and from the photon avalanche breakdown flash of the SPAD detectors. A small percentage of photon detection events create, through the physical process of the SPAD avalanche detection, an additional photon emitted from the silicon detectors. This photon then can travel through the optical path and register a signal on the second detector.

Since the characteristic delay time of the photons are due to the time the photon is required to travel through the optical path, any avalanche breakdown photon will be correlated to real fluorescence photons (or dark counts, in fact *any* photon detected can create a breakdown flash) the delay time of these photons will *always* be identical, leading to the high correlation amplitude. Time gating cannot remove the signal, in fact it *enhances* it, by removing contributions from actual fluorescence photons. Biexciton contribution can be removed because biexciton photons have a very short lifetime, and always are emitted one after another\(^ {37,38}\), while avalanche photons do not depend on the time since the laser pulse, only on the time since the last photon (i.e. a photon emitted outside of the time gate can emit breakdown photon with characteristic correlation delay time as equally as a photon within a timegate can.)

Efforts to remove this signal include use of fluorescence filters, asymmetric data analysis (the avalanche breakdown itself is slightly asymmetric in our system, since one detector has a larger active area than the other, it is more likely to detect breakdown photons) and background subtraction. None of these methods has proven sufficient, but better background subtraction
methods could be implemented. The most effective reduction of this signal occurs in samples with much higher signal-to-noise, where the correlograms are dominated by QD photoluminescence.

2.3. Spherical Quantum Wells

The spherical quantum well architecture is designed to avoid interfacial strain defects by synthesizing an emissive (CdSe) layer so thin that it conforms to the crystal lattice of the shell (CdS). The thickness of the CdSe layer will influence the energy of the electronic transitions, but must below the critical thickness\(^{40}\), i.e. the thickness above which strain defects form. This SQW architecture was chosen by the Owen lab to serve as blue-to-red downconverters for a collaboration with a LED manufacturer.

2.3.1. Synthesis

The synthesis of these particles is reported elsewhere.\(^{41,42}\) For more in-depth understanding of the particle synthesis and performance on LED chips, the reader is referred to the thesis of Iva Rreza. Briefly, a co-solution of thiourea and selenourea precursors were injected into a solution of cadmium oleate in octadecene. The rates of the precursors were chosen to produce a core/shell CdS/CdSe particle with a thin CdSe outer layer. The particles were then shelled using a solution of cadmium oleate, thiourea, and trioctylphosphene, injected via syringe pump over a few hours.

2.3.2. Shell size dependence

The structure of these spherical quantum wells has a number of degrees of freedom. Changes to the core size, emissive quantum well thickness (as long as it is below the critical thickness),
shell thickness, and the composition of all of these things are useful levers for affecting the optical properties of the material. Here we will focus on three samples, only varying in the thickness of the outermost protective shell. The most impressive feature of the SQW, and the reason they were chosen for this application, was the ability to increase the shell size without lowering the photoluminescence quantum yield.\textsuperscript{40}

**Figure 8**

![PL lifetime decay histograms of CU012a,b,c series with increasing shell thickness from a to c. Average lifetime values provided](image)

PL lifetime decay histograms of CU012a,b,c series with increasing shell thickness from a to c. Average lifetime values provided

Ensemble, solution phase photoluminescence lifetime traces seen in Figure 8 show a clear trend in the average lifetime of the 3 samples; charges last longer in the sample with the largest shell. This can be helpful in identifying promising device candidates since non-radiative processes and lower quantum yield photoluminescence states generally are fast decaying.\textsuperscript{23}
2.3.3. Biexciton Quantum Yield

Single particle measurements were also performed, and clear trends are found in the second order cross correlation calculation of the biexciton quantum yield. Samples of CU012c (the largest SQW samples, particle diameter ~ 11nm) have single particle BXQY around 30% (assuming a single exciton “on” state QY of 1), whereas the CU012a samples show almost complete antibunching. Quantifying the BXQY of samples CU012a and b becomes difficult due to the sharp photon avalanche breakdown signal in the correlograms at 0 time delay, as discussed previously in section 2.2.9. However, we can conservatively say that the BXQY of CU012a is less than 1%. CU012b correlograms have a strong breakdown signal, but also appear to have some signal from biexciton photons, based on the shape of the center peak. We’ll again make a conservative estimate and say the BXQY of this sample is less than 10% (which is the value of the two-sided exponential fit).
Second order cross correlograms of CU012a, b and c (top to bottom) with included double-sided exponential fits of the +/-1 rep rate peaks and the central “biexciton” peak.

This trend would be expected based on better isolation of the emissive CdSe layer from potential surface trap states or substrate charges. There may also be an effect of the particle volume. Since multiple excitations are statistically guaranteed at these laser powers these results suggest that CU012c is more efficient at converting multiple excitations into photons than CU012b or a, an indication that non-radiative Auger processes are diminished with larger shell size.
2.3.4. **Blinking Statistics**

Despite the differences in BXQY, the ensemble PLQY of these samples are comparable (Table 1) which may suggest more complicated, and varying, dominant non-radiative decay pathways, or a discrepancy in blinking behavior. Fluorescence time trace measurements (figure 10, Table 1) and subsequent analysis of the blinking statistics yield further insight into the non-radiative processes of these samples.

![Fluorescence time traces of CU012a, CU012b, and CU012c. Bin width = 30 ms.](image)

*Figure 10*
Representative time traces of the samples can be hard to interpret on their own, however it’s clear there is a significant “off” fraction in all samples. The on/off fractions are reported in Table 1, and do not vary greatly, although CU012c has the greatest “on” time. Another noticeable feature of these time traces is significant intensity between the “on” and “off” states, this is sometimes attributed to an intermediate “grey” state or a feature of dynamics. 

Figure 11

On time probabilities calculated from blinking traces in Figure 10 of CU012,a,b,c samples with increasing shell size from a to c

The “on” state statistics of the three samples (Figure 11) are fit to power law function with an exponential cutoff, Equation 3, a signature of multi-exciton contributions (see discussion above in 2.2.6). Fit values are reproduced in Table 1. Corroborating the BXQY measurements, the “on” time of CU012a is most affected by multiexciton contributions (as seen by the more dramatic curve to lower probabilities, and in the higher value of $\alpha$. While the exponential cutoff is dependent on the laser power, CU012a was measured at a lower laser power, which should decrease the effects of multiexciton contributions, and would likely produce a more dramatic
difference. CU012b and c were measured at the same laser power. CU012b and c have similar fit behavior, but CU012c has slightly higher “on” fraction, slightly smaller exponential cutoff, and, interestingly, a slightly higher power law exponent. The “off” probability of CU012b and c are nearly identical, while c has a much steeper “off” time probability, which may indicate faster switching between “on” and “off” states.

Figure 12

On time probabilities calculated from blinking traces in Figure 10 of CU012,a,b,c samples with increasing shell size from a to c

Taken together, these data point towards CU012c as an optimal candidate for stable, high performing QD downconverter at high LED flux, due to its relative resilience to multiexciton non-radiative and Auger processes. Surprisingly, data from the LED manufacturer collaborator indicates that CU012a performed the best on chip, nearly matching their proprietary standard for accelerated aging tests.42. The explanation for this seems to have something to do with the manufacturers additional processing steps, a ZnS shell deposition, and another “barrier layer” encapsulation. The details of these procedures are closely guarded trade secrets; however, we
will attempt to rationalize and analyze the performance of these samples using the single particle photoluminescence analysis tools at our disposal.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Ensemble PLQY</th>
<th>“on” fraction</th>
<th>β on/off</th>
<th>α (sec)</th>
<th>Laser power (mw/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU012a</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.73/2.47</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>24.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU012b</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.89/1.58</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>44.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU012c</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.01/1.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>44.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.5. Surface Chemistry effects on photoluminescence

Figure 13

Left: Photoluminescence quantum yield as a function of surface ligand coverage of spherical quantum well. Right: PLQY as a function of ligand coverage for bare CdSe. Reprinted with permission from Anderson et al. JACS 2013, 135 (49), 18536–18548. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society
Before analyzing the behavior of the CU012a sample post-ZnS treatment, it is useful to consider the surface chemistry of QD emitters. The addition of shells to quantum dot emitters enables both a greater isolation of excited charges from their chemical environments, stronger confinement of wavefunctions, and passivation of mid-gap surface states. This has enabled the synthesis of high quantum yield particles with thick protective shells.\textsuperscript{1,5,40} These core/shell particles, however, still have surfaces on the shells that may contribute to non-radiative recombination. It is interesting to compare the steep drop off in QY as the carboxylate coverage decreases, mirroring the same plot made by Anderson \textit{et al.} on bare CdSe nanocrystals.\textsuperscript{43}

2.3.6. \textit{Effect of ZnS Shelling}

As seen in Figure 14, ZnS shelled SQW CU012a samples are much more stable emitters than before ZnS shelling. The overall lifetime PL decay nearly matches the “on” state, the monoexponential shape suggesting a single decay channel (Figure 16). Likewise, the QY improved to 86% and the “on” fraction of these particles is between 0.9 and 0.95 in all measured samples.
Preliminary results from TCSPC suggest higher particle-to-particle variability in larger SQW samples, such as CU04, where some particles photoluminescence intensity is nearly on par with CU012a, approaching 0.8 on fractions (Figure 14), whereas others are much more susceptible to off states (Figure 15). Likewise the “good” particles appear to have more intermediate fluorescence states (sometimes called grey states\textsuperscript{17}, or described as “flickering” when not as obviously binary switching\textsuperscript{10}) than the smaller CUO12a. on time probability calculations also indicate multiexciton character (Additional Figures), despite a very low laser power. Ideally, a systematic study of the ZnS shelling treatment as a function of particle size and surface chemistry would be performed, however, given the proprietary nature of the chemistry, that study is unlikely to be reported.
Figure 16

Top left: lifetime decay traces of the “on” (blue) and “off” (red) states of CU012a with ZnS Shell. Top Right: overall lifetime decay trace of particle, notice the primarily monoexponential shape. Bottom: blinking trace with threshold between “on” (blue) and “off” (red).

The lack of visible BX signal in antibunching cannot due to increased Auger recombination, since the particle is so stable on-chip and has a high on-fraction. FLID plots show a clear linear relationship between the fluorescence intensity and lifetime, usually attributed to a blinking mechanism that is not due to Auger recombination, but some other trapping mechanism.\textsuperscript{10,44} the linear lifetime scaling is attributed to a shallow trap state by Yuan et al, which may suggest an alternative dominant non-radiative mechanism, besides Auger recombination, in these ZnS shelled samples.\textsuperscript{44}
Figure 17

CU012a ZnS shell FLID heat map showing primarily linear lifetime scaling bin width 40 ms

Figure 18

CU04 ZnS shell FLID heat map showing intermediate lifetime scaling bin width 50 ms
CU012c FLID heat map showing primarily exponential lifetime scaling, bin width 40 ms

2.4. Core/Shells

Ligand removal of core/shell CdSe/CdS particles also produced a sharp decreased in the photoluminescence quantum yield, showing the generality of the importance of the surface chemistry of the CdS shell, although the ligand concentrations were not calculated to see if the observed similarity of Figure 13 to bare CdSe is observed in binary core/shell systems as well.
2.5. Conclusion

TCSPC confocal fluorescence microscopy is a powerful tool for materials science when the proper data acquisition and analysis techniques are developed. The Picoquant Symphotime64 software has been extended through custom python scripts to help enable single particle studies of QDs.

To demonstrate the utility of this method, high performing SQW QD samples developed by colleagues were probed at the single particle level to better understand the influence of structural changes on fluorescence dynamics. The larger shell SQW seemed to more efficiently converting biexcitons into photons than thin shelled particles, thus avoiding Auger processes that would be detrimental in LED downconversion applications.

Proprietary encapsulation methods, however, seemed to change the behavior of these particles. As larger particles were incompatible with the methods, likely due to some unknown difference in surface structure. After incomplete deposition of ZnS, large particles exhibited very complicated fluorescence behavior, perhaps due to “islands” of ZnS, or other trap states introduced in the shelling procedure.

There is still much to learn about the fundamental processes controlling fluorescence intermittency, and thus limiting QD performance, especially at high flux. From this work it is clear that the surface chemistry of core/shell QDs is an important, and perhaps dominant, consideration. While internal architecture, composition, interfaces often get more attention the surface must not be neglected.
2.6. Additional Figures

CU012c FLID plot scaled to the same intensity as CU012a/ZnS. Bin width = 10 ms.

CU012a FLID plot of the same particle/BLINKING traces produced in the main text. Bin width = 30 ms.
CU012b FLID plot of the same particle/blinkimg trace produced in the main text. Bin width = 30 ms

CU012c FLID plot of the same particle/blinkimg trace produced in the main text. Bin width = 30 ms
Left: on time probability plot of Figure 14. Right: on time probability plot of Figure 15
2.7. Experimental

2.7.1. Materials and Methods

Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were used as received without further purification.

Ligand stripping

100 μL QD stock solution was stripped of solvent on the rotary evaporator. The QD solid was then dissolved in 500 μL of deuterated benzene (C₆D₆). 100 μL of dimethyl terephthalate standard (50 mM) in C₆D₆ was added as an internal standard. This solution was transferred to an NMR tube. 10 μL of TMEDA solution (of varying concentrations) is added to the NMR tube. After NMR analysis the solution was removed and diluted with 3 mL hexanes for absorbance and Photoluminescence spectroscopy. The diluted solution was then diluted further into 0.5% w/w pmma solution in toluene for TCSPC measurements.

2.7.2. Confocal fluorescence microscopy measurements

Particle deposition

QD solutions were diluted in 0.5% w/w pmma solution in toluene until colorless. Solution was spun coat at 2000 rpm for 1 minute onto #1 circular glass substrates to be loaded into a screwing sample holder for the confocal microscope.

Single particle measurements

Single particle measurements were made on a Picoquant Microtime200 using Symphotime64 software. Samples were excited using a 405nm pulsed laser with tunable rep rate. Fluorescence was collected through the objective, pass a dichroic, and through a 50 μm pinhole
before being split onto two silicon single photon avalanche diodes via a 50/50 beam splitting cube.

**Ensemble PL lifetime measurements**

Ensemble lifetime measurements were made on dilute solutions of QDs in toluene or hexanes. Samples were loaded into vitricom rectangular glass capillaries (VITROCOM INC HTR1099). Capillaries were plugged on both ends using capillary sealant to avoid evaporation of solvent and placed on objective with immersion oil.

**Photoluminescence spectroscopy**

Photoluminescence quantum yield was obtained on a Horiba Fluoromax-4 with an integrating sphere.

**Spherical Quantum Well Synthesis**

Spherical quantum well samples were synthesized by colleagues in the Owen lab. For more information please see Hamachi *et al.* and Rëza *et al.*

**CdSe/CdS Core Shell Synthesis**

0.22 g of Cadmium oleate was combined with 0.1 g of oleic acid and 11 g of octadecene in a 3 neck round bottom flask. Solution was heated to 240°C under argon and a solution of 12 mg tetramethyl thiourea and 18 mg diphenyl imidazolidine selone in 0.8 g of diglyme was injected. The reaction was finished within 2 hours and was cleaned by slowly adding acetone until the solution appears whispy. This was centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 10 minutes and the solid was redispersed in hexanes, which was then again subjected to methyl acetate and centrifugation.
three more times. There was a slight shoulder in the photoluminescence spectra, suggesting a second population.
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Chapter 3. Controlling the reactivity of metal nanoparticle surfaces to etch graphite
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3.1. **Introduction**

Producing functional materials with atomic precision is a long-sought goal of chemists, physicists, and materials scientists.\(^1\sim^{5}\) Materials most interesting properties, and the relationship to their structure, is often obscured by our lack of understanding of the atomic composition and morphology. Better understanding of structure-function relationships in heterogeneous catalysts, superconductors, solar cells, membranes, and battery anodes will be needed to help address the problems future society will face.

Through catalytic gasification (scheme 1) new edges with atomic straightness over \(\mu\)m lengths have been observed\(^6\sim^{10}\). Fine structural control over these length scales is a unique feature that will allow for the tuning of catalyst chemical environment necessary for highly selective reactions. Successful functionalization of graphite edges may produce highly dense active sites, comparable to zeolites or metal-organic frameworks. In addition to understanding the fundamental processes driving the unusual ordering and reactivity of graphite edges, recent work has suggested graphite may be a useful scaffold for attaching molecular catalysts.\(^11,^{12}\) There is strong interest in controlling the structure, especially at nanometer length scales, of graphene for electronic applications,\(^13\sim^{16}\) but the creation of a new, potentially reactive macromolecule scaffold to do chemistry, catalysis, and functionalization is an exciting source of inspiration for this project.
3.1.1. Understanding the mechanism of etching

The gasification of carbon through metal catalysis is a simple chemical process,\(^6,17,18\) despite the striking and unusual “Pacman” like particle propagation that produces trenches and pits on the surface of graphite.\(^9,10,19-22\) The simplest way to understand the driving force for this is the simple reaction in Scheme 1, catalyzed by a metal nanoparticle. This reaction has been known for nearly 50 years, and the etching of graphite by metal catalysts is nearly as old.\(^6,7\)

Scheme 1: Carbon methanation

\[ \text{2H}_2(g) + \text{C}(s) \rightleftharpoons \text{CH}_4(g) \]

While the chemical reaction is easy to write, the behavior of metal catalysts on a substrate at high temperatures is more complex. In the case of graphitic etching, the carbon at step edges of defects are dissolved into the metal nanoparticle. Dissolved carbon then moves through the metal particle to the surface, where it reacts with adsorbed hydrogen atoms, catalytically forming methane gas which evolves off the particle.\(^23-25\)
This reaction provides the thermodynamic driving force for the motion of the particles, as they eject methane, they move forward with the crystal structure of the graphite, dissolving more “fuel” for methanation.

Three important features of this mechanism hint at methods of controlling the etching behavior. First, the dissolution of carbon occurs at step edges, not on pristine graphite. The edges of graphite are much more reactive than the basal plane, thus the initiation of etching can be manipulated by controlling the density, location, and geometry of defects and step edges. Second, the propagation of the metal particle relies on available carbon. The micrograph in Figure 1 clearly shows that when the iron nanoparticle approaches the edge of the few-layer graphene, it changes direction, following the carbon edges that fuel its catalytic activity. Again, by controlling the locations of available carbon the propagation of trench development should, in theory, be influenced. Third, the metal geometry adheres to the crystal structure of the graphite, matching the faceting of the hexagonal carbon edges. This will guide some later experiments to
enable more control over trench initiation. Since the propagation of metal nanoparticles is templated by the underlying graphite crystal structure, atomically precise edges can be formed, sometimes continuing over micrometer lengths, creating structures with an unusual degree of order over those length scales.

3.1.2. Experimental design

Samples of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) or flakes exfoliated from HOPG using scotch tape deposited onto silicon chips, were subjected to O₂ plasma treatment to clean the surface of ambient organics and improve wetting of metal salt solutions. Aqueous solutions of the desired metal were then spun coat onto the graphite containing substrate. Samples were loaded into a tube furnace reactor that used mass flow controllers to regulate the flow of inert (Ar or N₂) and reactive gases (usually H₂, sometimes O₂ or NH₃). The exhaust flow from the tube furnace was directed into a nearby fume hood. Samples were heated under gas flow to 500°C for 20 minutes to ensure a reductive atmosphere, remove any surface oxygen species, and begin metal nanoparticle formation. The temperature was then raised to 1000°C for the remainder of the reaction, following the procedure developed by Campos et al. ¹⁰. After cooling, samples analyzed by AFM or SEM showed metal nanoparticles and trenches cut into the graphite.
3.2. Controlling etching through particle synthesis

3.2.1. Metal Dependence of etching

Seven different metal salt solutions (10 mM) were deposited via spin coating onto silicon chips with graphite flakes exfoliated from HOPG. The results of the metal etching survey are given in Table 1. The mechanism of etching graphite and conversion is, essentially, the reverse of carbon nanotube or graphite synthesis. As such, some metals, most notably platinum, produced carbon nanotubes upon heating to 1000°C under H₂ gas flow. Presumably the carbon from the graphite was dissolved into the metal (or perhaps methane produced from direct gasification acted as the carbon feedstock) and, instead of being released methane, reformed into nanotubes. Ruthenium, nickel, palladium and copper also show some forms of redeposition of
carbonic materials, although they are less clearly carbon nanotubes as the platinum sample. From these results cobalt, iron, and nickel appeared to be the most promising for clean, controllable etching experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal Salt dissolved in H₂O</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoCl₂•2H₂O</td>
<td>Small nanoparticles, etching occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuCl₂•2H₂O</td>
<td>Small nanoparticles, etching occurs, debris/nanotubes possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCl₃•6H₂O</td>
<td>Large nanoparticles, etching occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaPtCl₄•xH₂O</td>
<td>No etching, carbon nanotube formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCl₂•2H₂O</td>
<td>Small nanoparticles, etching occurs, possibly some nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PdCl₂•2ACN (solution in ACN)</td>
<td>Large nanoparticles, etching occurs, nanotube formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuCl₃</td>
<td>Small particles, limited etching, possibly some nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn(CH₃CO₂)₂•2H₂O</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Especially clear from the AFM micrographs are the appearance of two distinct types of trenches etched by the metal nanoparticles. Very large metal particles obviously cut larger trenches, but they also appear to meander more, better able to avoid the limitations of the graphite crystal structure, while smaller particles often move in nearly atomically precise straight lines, only changing direction at 30° or 60° angles templated by the carbon structure.¹⁰,¹⁹ This may be due to energy differences in the dissolution and reaction of carbon atoms, or simply due to the larger size of the particles. Clearly the metal identity plays a complicated role in determining the behavior of etched graphite. Aside from thermodynamic differences (e.g. energy associated with metal carbide formation and stability) the size of metal particles formed is dependent on the identity of the metal. Metals with too high melting point may not be as mobile, or may not be able to deform to the graphite crystal structure as easily.

**Figure 3**

AFM micrograph of cobalt etched trenches on exfoliated graphite flake. *Left: zoom in of highlighted area to highlight the smaller, straight channels.*
3.2.2. *Ex-situ nanocrystal synthesis - making monodisperse Cobalt Nanoparticles*

Because the mechanism of graphite etching involves the propagation of metal nanoparticle catalysts, the width of the trench is necessarily determined by the size of the nanoparticle. While in original literature reports nanocrystals are formed in-situ from deposited metal salts that agglomerate at elevated temperatures, colloidal synthesis should yield more control over the size of the catalyst particles.

**Figure 4**

TEM micrograph of polydisperse Co nanoparticles synthesized with additional ODPA but without a solvent annealing after the reaction time

Particles were synthesized from a modified version of the procedure Yin et al.\textsuperscript{26} Developed as the first part of their synthesis of hollow CoS nanocrystals. A solution of dicobalt octacarbonyl and oleic acid in o-dichlorobenzene was injected into a flask under argon with trioctylphosphene oxide solvent at reflux (182°C). The reaction mixture was cooled after 15-60 sec. The initial reaction, as run from the literature source, failed to produce colloidaly soluble
particles. Octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA) was spiked into the TOPO solvent, believing that the literature source used TOPO that contained impurities, while the recrystallized TOPO used in this experiment did not. Addition of ODPA resulted in a dark colloidal solution and a pink supernatant (likely residual cobalt ions). TEM micrographs of the solution mixture reveal highly polydisperse nanocrystals. In order to obtain more monodisperse samples the reaction was allowed to run at reflux for at least 10 minutes.\textsuperscript{26,27} The mechanism of this apparent size focusing is not known, and not well described in the literature prep. An updated recommended preparation for cobalt nanocrystal synthesis is in the Experimental section.

\textbf{Figure 5}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{micrographs.png}
\caption{Left: SEM Micrograph of graphite flake etched with colloidally synthesized nanoparticles. Right: TEM micrograph of colloidally synthesized nanoparticles.}
\end{figure}

3.2.3. \textit{Etching with colloidal Cobalt nanocrystals}

Cobalt metal nanoparticle solutions synthesized by this method were used as etching catalysts. The size control is limited somewhat by the agglomeration of particles at reaction temperatures, but promising SEM micrographs shown in Figure 5 demonstrate this as a tool for
controlling the size and morphology of the graphite edge structures and trenches. The trenches in figure 5 vary in size between 30-40 nm for the narrow trenches, and 70-90 nm for the widest trenches, while the colloidally synthesized particles were less than 15 nm in diameter by TEM sizing. Perhaps the greatest benefit of using the colloidal solutions as metal catalysts was in limiting the concentration of metal available to form particles. If lower temperature reaction conditions are able to yield catalytic gasification, colloidal nanoparticle engineering may be more useful.

3.3. **Defect patterning to control etching**

3.3.1. **Patterning holes to control etching initiation**

Because the basal plane atoms in graphite are very stable, transition metal catalyst particles begin gasifying graphite carbons at more reactive defect sites and edges. By controlling the defect density and morphology, control over the shape of the trenches should be possible. Patterning of defects may allow for controlled production of arrays, superlattices, and other structures of etched graphene shapes. For example, by patterning holes in the carbon we can deprive the catalyst particle of the carbon atoms that “fuel” the gasification reaction. Patterning defects through standard lithographic techniques has proven to be an effective method of inducing catalyst initiation, as seen in the AFM micrographs seen in Figure 6.

While there are clearly trenches that began at the edge of the patterned hole, there are also areas that initiate and propagate trench formation outside of patterned locations. Large areas of graphite are likely to contain many defects, so starting with pristine graphene and avoiding damage to other areas during lithographic patterning will help avoid excess etching. Reducing the availability of metal catalyst could also help contain the gasification initiation to patterned
areas. Due to the hexagonal crystal structure of the graphite, the trenches emanate from the patterned hole at specific increments of 60° angles, and appear to form faceted regions at the interface of the hole and the substrate.

**Figure 6**

AFM Micrograph of a lithographically patterned hole with metal particle etched trenches emanating outward.

3.3.2. Deposition of metal catalyst into patterned holes

While the patterning of holes created controlled defect sites where metal nanoparticles could easily initiate trench etching, spin coating removes this control knob by depositing metal into various other defects present in the sample. To avoid unwanted trench formation, collaborators in the Dean lab patterned holes in graphene and subsequently deposited cobalt metal through evaporation onto the same mask they used for the lithographic patterning. This was supposed to ensure that only the patterned holes would have metal catalysts present to etch.
This sample was then reacted at 1000°C under H₂ flow as previously described. Before and after AFM micrographs are shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7**

AFM micrographs of lithographically patterned holes used in etching experiments. *Top:* before high temperature hydrogen exposure *Bottom:* after etching
Analysis of this sample showed some metal nanoparticle and corresponding trench formation away from the deposited holes; however, it is clear that metal etching did occur from the metal deposited, with large particles and gasified areas moving outward from the patterned areas. Producing patterned areas with less metal would likely lead to smaller particles, and more controlled etching, however, true size control of the particles is still difficult at these elevated temperatures. The results of this etching using patterned defects and targeted metal deposition are very promising.

3.3.3. Faceting of defects to control etching propagation

Literature studies\(^2\) and our own patterning results suggest that the metal nanoparticle must form a faceted edge aligned with the crystal structure of the graphite when it produces trenches. This suggests that pre-faceted holes may add additional control over direction and location of trench initiation. Defects oxidized at moderate temperatures can produce hexagonal holes by reacting more rapidly with armchair carbon atoms.\(^3,4\) HOPG substrates were exfoliated with scotch tape to produce a pristine surface.
3.3.4. Etching from faceted edges of hexagonal pits

As seen in Figure 9, the metal particles in these faceted holes initiate their trenches at faceted edges and the vertices of the hexagons. Additional micrographs of hexagonal holes producing trenches from the faceted vertices can be found in the Additional Figures section.
SEM Micrograph of faceted holes etched in O\textsubscript{2} followed by catalytic gasification. Metal particle cut trenches initiate at faceted regions of hexagons.

As we have seen in Figure 9, metal particles form a faceted edge with the graphite structure. Since the motion of the particles propagates via an attractive force or “wetting” between the graphite and metal, providing an already faceted step edge eases the initiation of trench formation. The micrographs in Figure 9 and Addition Figures show very large particles, which can meander throughout the graphite structure after the initiation at the faceted edge, however, smaller particles would be more likely to form straight trenches.
3.4. In-situ functionalization via reactive gases

3.4.1. Etching with Ammonia Gas

Figure 10

SEM micrograph of HOPG etched with Co in the presence of NH\textsubscript{3} note the trenches on the left and the pitting on the lower right

To introduce more control to functionalizing the edges of graphite, H\textsubscript{2} gas was replaced with NH\textsubscript{3} for the gasification reactions. We hypothesized this could produce etched trenches with Nitrogen functionality instead of the (presumed) hydrogen terminations. Experiments involving Ammonia resulted in two forms of gasification, uncontrolled pitting (likely the result of direct reaction of NH\textsubscript{3} with the carbon) and trench formation (possibly from catalytic nitrogenation, but more likely the result of H\textsubscript{2} produced by NH\textsubscript{3} cracking, scheme 2).
Scheme 2: Ammonia Cracking and carbon gasification

2) \[ 2 \text{NH}_3 ⇌ 3 \text{H}_2 + \text{N}_2 \]

3) \[ \text{NH}_3 + \text{C} ⇌ \text{H}_2 + \text{HCN} \]

3.4.2. XPS

XPS spectra of NH$_3$ reacted HOPG shows clear N signal, which must come from N atoms incorporated into the structure, as adsorbed ammonia is unlikely given the vacuum of the XPS and the volatility of NH$_3$ molecules. Although XPS analysis suggested nitrogen incorporation on the graphite surface, a large oxygen signal was also present, casting doubt on the direct nitrogenation of the graphite. Nitrogenation of graphite oxide using NH$_3$ is known$^{28,29}$ and researchers who have reported direct nitrogenation have later discovered evidence of necessary oxidation (through a leak in their reactor) before the nitrogenation occurs.

While the tube furnace reactor used in this study was inspected and found not to be leaking prior to these experiments (due to the dangers of gas exposure, especially at high temperature, and the fear of death of the author), the sample preparation did involve exposure to oxygen plasma, to clean the substrate, improve metal salt solution wetting, and to etch the topmost layers of HOPG. It is likely that oxygen moieties were installed during the plasma treatment. Control experiments run without O$_2$ plasma treatment prior to NH$_3$ reactions showed no incorporation of N, and nearly no oxygen presence.
Figure 11

XPS spectra of HOPG etched with Co in the presence of NH₃ gas. Top: sample preparation included O₂ plasma treatment and contains strong Oxygen and Nitrogen 1s signals. Bottom: sample preparation avoided O₂ plasma and shows no N incorporation

3.4.3. STM Measurements

Collaborators in the Pasupathy lab at Columbia University performed STM measurements on the etched substrates to help better understand the surface structure and functionalization. Figure 12 shows the micrographs of HOPG etched under hydrogenating conditions. The crystal structure near the trench edges clearly confirms that the catalytic gasification proceeds according to the underlying crystal structure of the substrate, maintaining so called “armchair” and “zigzag” edges.
STM measurements of HOPG etched with Co in the presence of H₂ gas. Right: zoom ins of crystal structure near the edges of etched trenches confirming the atomic structure is preserved.

STM analysis of the substrate with nitrogen XPS signal and saw regions of increased electron density shown in Figure 13, indicating possible nitrogen incorporation. These bright spots, however, were not seen on the straight edges of the etched trenches, and may have incorporated at other defects containing oxygen. While it’s possible these bright areas are due to a different atom (, the structure and bonding configurations (as seen in the models in Figure 13) seem much closer to what we’d expect from nitrogen inclusion then, say, oxygen incorporation. Additionally, other reports of nitrogenation of graphite oxide suggest that the nitrogenation occurs by *replacing* oxygen sites.
Figure 13

50 nm wide STM micrograph of NH$_3$ etched HOPG recorded at 150pA, 2V. Bright spots are believed to be Nitrogen atoms incorporated into the graphite at oxygen containing defects. Models with possible bond configuration are shown below zoomed insets.
3.5. Outlook and Conclusions

Catalytic etching of graphitic structures is an exciting avenue to exploring and controlling the microstructure of materials. The already attractive properties of graphitic nanostructures will be greatly enhanced by atomistic knowledge and precise manipulations. The results contained in this work, and in the literature, are promising steps towards fine engineering and understanding of carbon materials, however, limitations remain. The chaotic environments of the reaction in all reported schemes leave doubt about how much control can really be gained. All of the steps towards designing certain features have been curtailed by the intrinsic entropy of defect states, the high mobility of the metal particles, and unselective reactions of heated gas molecules. Some of these may potentially be avoided, e.g. excess defects, or mitigated. The mobility of the metal. The most promising direction, in the authors opinion, is patterned holes in the graphite, faceted by O₂ gasification, then targeted metal deposition before catalytic hydrogenation etching. Logistically this sequence is quite complex, and perhaps should be preceded by greater fundamental understanding of the reaction. Another more manageable direction may be using the etching to enhance the surface area of the graphite, then appending molecular catalysts to newly created edge step sites, instead of relying on naturally occurring locations. This should increase potential catalyst loading without needing atomic control over the morphology of the edges, though that would be useful in this application as well.
3.6. Additional Figures

**Figure 14**

SEM micrograph of carbon nanotubes growing out of a large segment of platinum metal.

**Figure 15**

SEM Micrographs of faceted holes etched by O₂ followed by catalytic gasification on exfoliated graphite. Metal particle cut trenches initiate at faceted regions of hexagons.
3.7. Experimental

3.7.1. Materials and Methods

Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were used as received without further purification. 10x10x1 mm HOPG from Alfa-Aesar and Structure probe inc. Were both used after exfoliation of surface layers. Exfoliation onto silicon chips was also performed from these samples using scotch tape. Co$_2$(CO)$_8$ anhydrous was purchased from Sigma, degassed for 15 minutes, and stored in a N$_2$ glovebox. Octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) were recrystallized by colleagues. o-dichlorobenzene and oleic acid were dried with alumina overnight under Ar then loaded into glovebox and stored in a glovebox with 3Å sieves. Ethanol (EtOH), CoCl$_2$•2H$_2$O, CuCl$_2$•2H$_2$O, FeCl$_3$•6H$_2$O, NaPtCl$_4$•xH$_2$O, NiCl$_2$•2H$_2$O, PdCl$_2$•2ACN, RuCl$_3$, Zn(CH$_3$CO$_2$)$_2$•2H$_2$O were all purchased from Sigma or Strem and used without further purification.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements

XPS spectra were recorded using a PHI 5500 using a Mg anode and 1253.6 eV photon energy.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy measurements

STM measurements were made by collaborators Drew Edelberg and Minghao Cheng in the Pasupathay lab. Measurements of H$_2$ etched HOPG were made at -100pA and -.5V. Measurements of N incorporated HOPG were made at 150pA and 2V.

Transmission Electron microscopy
Micrographs of cobalt nanoparticles were recorded on FEI TALOS F200X Transmission/Scanning Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples were deposited on holey carbon on Cu TEM grids.

**Atomic Force Microscopy**

Micrographs were recorded on a Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM. All measurements were made using software defaults.

**3.7.2. Tube Furnace Reactions**

**H₂ gas etching**

Samples of exfoliated graphite or HOPG with metal solutions deposited were loaded into a tube furnace and sealed. 15% H₂ flow in Argon (150:850 sccm H₂:Ar) purged the system before heating to 500°C. The reactor remained at 500°C for 20 minutes before being heated to 1000°C over 10 minutes. Samples remained at 1000°C for 25 minutes before gas flow ceased and the furnace was cooled.

**NH₃ gas etching**

Samples of exfoliated graphite or HOPG with metal solutions deposited were loaded into a tube furnace and sealed. 10% NH₃ flow in Argon (100:900 sccm NH₃:Ar) purged the system before heating to 500°C. The reactor remained at 500°C for 20 minutes before being heated to 1000°C over 10 minutes. Samples remained at 1000°C for 25 minutes before gas flow ceased and the furnace was cooled.

**O₂ gas etching**

Samples of exfoliated graphite or HOPG with metal solutions deposited were loaded into a tube furnace and sealed. 35% O₂ flow in Argon (350:750 sccm O₂:Ar) purged the system before heating to 500°C over 10 minutes. The reactor remained at 500°C for 10 minutes before
O₂ gas flow was stopped and the sample was heated to 700°C over 5 minutes. Samples remained at 700°C for 2 hours in pure Argon flow before gas flow ceased and the furnace was cooled.

### 3.7.3. Cobalt nanoparticle synthesis

0.1 g recrystallized TOPO and 13 mg recrystallized ODPA (0.05 mmol) was degassed for 20 minutes under Ar at 60°C in a 3 neck round bottom flask with condenser. 15 mL o-dichlorobenzene, and 0.1 mL oleic acid (18mmol) prepared in the glovebox, was added to the flask. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux (b.p. o-dichlorobenzene ~ 182°C). 0.54 g Co₂(CO)₈ (9 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL o-dichlorobenzene in a glovebox and injected rapidly into the reaction mixture. The reaction was kept at this temperature for at least 10 minutes (recommended 600-1800 seconds) before cooling and combined with an equal volume of EtOH and centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 10 minutes. The resulting supernatant was pink in color. The remaining slud was well dispersed in hexanes.
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Appendix: Standard Operating Procedure for Microtime200 Confocal Fluorescence Microscope
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1. Before Measuring

1.1. Power on Microscope

1.1.1. Flip Green switch to power on control panel and TCSPC electronics. Turn adjacent key to turn on laser.

1.1.1.1. **Do not** adjust laser intensity on the Picoquant box, use the screw on top of the laser diode

1.1.2. Turn on the detectors:

1.1.2.1. Remove cover from optical box

1.1.2.2. On control panel, hit top row 1 and 2 to turn on detectors 1 and 2. Watch as the green LED on each detector lights up and shuts off.

1.1.2.3. The LED light under the buttons sometimes doesn’t turn on, check the intensity counts to see if the detector is actually on.

1.2. Software

1.2.1. On computer desktop, open SymPhoTime 64
1.2.2. Before any measurements can be made a new workspace must be created to store data

1.2.2.1. Go to File > New Workspace

1.2.2.2. Enter workspace name (software will create folder called workspacename.sptw)

1.2.2.3. Choose a logical naming convention. I used YYYYMMDD Optionaldescription.sptw

(e.g. 20190823_blinkingStudy.sptw, or just 20190823.sptw)

1.2.3. Don’t include the space character in workspace or file names, use either underscores or capitalLettersLikeThis

1.3. Miscellaneous Notes

1.3.1. You can perform either T3 (lifetime) or T2 (correlation) measurements by changing software settings and unplugging the TCSPC cable (for T2). this is important for SymPhoTime data analysis but is detrimental for python data analysis. We will perform all measurements in T3 mode and convert for correlation analysis later.

1.3.2. The air table pressure must be above 1,000 kPa (~140 psi) to float. Floating air table is necessary for stable measurements!

1.3.3. The Microtime200 manual provided by Picoquant is very good. Consult it before doing measurements.
2. Alignment

2.1. Types of alignment

2.1.1. The fundamental alignment is very time-intensive, and should only be done as a last resort if something is wrong with the microscope. The Picoquant provided manual has a very good walk through, but try to avoid doing this!

2.1.2. Daily alignment is easier, and should be done routinely. The Picoquant manual has a very good walk through if you’re confused.

2.2. Alignment using mirror

2.2.1. Prepare a fresh lens paper with a drop or two of ethanol and wipe objective once to remove dust.

2.2.2. Add a drop of oil to top of the objective, ensure no air bubbles are in oil.

2.2.3. Use focus knob to lower objective below microscope stage.

2.2.4. Place mirror over the objective hole and secure with holding pins. Raise the objective using the focus knob until it touches the mirror.

2.2.5. Place the black-out box over the objective/mirror lens.

2.2.6. Remove cover from optical box.

2.2.7. Have the detector beam cube control rod pulled 1/2 way out so that both detectors are in use.

2.2.8. On the side of the optical box, there are two knobs. Adjust the one closest to the microscope so that “OD3” is on top—this adjusts the filter wheel so that the light passes through an neutral density filter.

2.2.9. In the SymPhoTime software, open the “Camera” tab to get an image of the beam (it will probably be completely dark)
2.2.10. Open the excitation shutter on the control panel to allow laser light into the microscope objective.

2.2.11. On the microscope, adjust the fine focus knob until you find the laser reflection (bright white spot) on the ccd camera. A well focused beam should be a tight circle, with no rings.

2.2.12. On SymPhoTime, select “test” tab, then choose “point/time trace” then click “Run”

2.2.13. Adjust the fine focus to maximize signal.

2.3. Pinhole adjustment

2.3.1. Stop any running measurements or tests and ensure the excitation shutter is closed on the control panel.

2.3.2. If needed, replace pinhole by sliding tube towards the microscope and gently unscrewing the pinhole.

2.3.3. After replacing pinhole and sliding back tube so that the laser path is not exposed, begin test measurement on mirror as described in 2.2.

2.3.4. Adjust knobs on top and side facing away from user of pinhole to maximize signal

2.3.5. Adjust focus to maximize signal

2.3.6. Repeat steps 2.3.4-2.3.5 until signal can no longer be maximized.

2.3.7. If there is no signal, the pinhole may be far away from correct alignment. Replace pinhole with largest size available and try again. If problem persists,
check Picoquant manual for instructions on aligning the pinhole/detector lens that are far out of alignment. Patience may be required.

2.4. Detector lens adjustment

2.4.1. To maximize detection, there is a lens in front of both SPAD detectors. These should be adjusted as part of daily alignment.

2.4.2. If the intensity signal of the two different detectors (green and blue lines on SymPhoTime time trace) are different, the detector lenses need to be adjusted.

2.4.3. The Picoquant manual has more detailed instructions. It is a good manual!

2.4.4. Begin test measurement as described in 2.2 and make sure objective is in focus.

2.4.5. Adjust one knob at a time. Begin by adjust knob in one direction until the signal goes to zero, use smooth turning motion. Remember the position of the knob (note the white dot on the knob, it can be helpful to remember the position as the “time” on the face of a clock).

2.4.6. Adjust knob in opposite direction until signal recovers to maximum, continue the same direction until intensity goes to zero, use smooth turning motion. Remember the position of the knob.

2.4.7. Move knob position exactly in between the previous to remembered positions (e.g. if the intensity was zero at 9:00 counterclockwise and at 3:00 clockwise, set the knob to 12:00).

2.4.8. Repeat steps 2.4.4-2.4.7 for the second knob on the detector, then begin the same process on the second detector.
3. **Measuring Solutions**

3.1. **Pre-measurement**

3.1.1. Before any measurements are made ensure that 1) microscope is well aligned 2) the optical box is covered 3) the filter wheel closest to the microscope is set to “Filter 2” on top. This is the 450 nm LP filter and measurements **can not** be made without it in place.

3.1.2. This section will focus on using volatile solvents, like hexanes and toluene, often used for nanocrystal solutions by the Owen lab. For water soluble fluorophores the procedure is much easier.

3.1.3. Sample concentration is the most important sample prep design parameter, for lifetime measurements, something close to UV/Vis aliquot concentration is fine (i.e. lightly colored solutions). For FCS measurements, any visible color is way too concentrated!

3.2. **Volatile solvent measurements**

3.2.1. Fill rectangular vitricom capillary with desired solution. Plug both ends of capillary with capillary clay.

3.2.2. Prepare a fresh lens paper with a drop or two of ethanol and wipe objective *once* to remove dust.

3.2.3. Add a drop of oil to top of the objective, ensure no air bubbles are in oil.

3.2.4. Use focus knob to lower objective below microscope stage.
3.2.5. place capillary over the objective hole and secure with holding pins. Raise the objective using the focus knob until it contacts the capillary. Ensure the center of the objective is in the center of the capillary width.

3.2.6. Place the black-out box over the objective/mirror lens.

3.2.7. Open the excitation shutter on the control panel to allow laser light into the microscope objective.

3.2.8. On the microscope, adjust the fine focus knob until you find the laser reflection (bright white spot) on the ccd camera. A well focused beam should be a tight circle, with no rings.

3.2.9. There should be two major reflections from a capillary. The interface between the top of the bottom of the capillary and the solvent, and the interface between the solvent and the bottom of the top of the capillary. The reflections should be a little more than 1 complete rotation of the fine focus knob. This can be tricky!

3.2.10. To better find the correct focus of the capillaries, select “test” tab, then choose “point/time trace” then click “Run”

3.2.11. Slowly move the focus from below the capillary, through it, and above it, you should see 1) low intensity before the capillary 2) a sharp spike in the time trace intensity corresponding to a reflection on the ccd camera 3) lower intensity (depending on the sample concentration) 4) another spike in intensity and reflection on the ccd camera at the top of the capillary.

3.2.12. Using a live lifetime decay histogram is also useful. Select the “TCSPC” tab above the data instead of the “Time Trace”. You should see the characteristic lifetime decay of your fluorophore (generally longer than the instrument
response) only when you are within the capillary. Use this to determine when you are actually measuring your sample.

3.2.13. Place focus between the reflections you have found. Most importantly be consistent!

3.2.14. Click “Measurement” tab to perform point/time trace measurement after you have focused and set up the correct laser intensity/rep-rate for your measurement in test mode. You should not perform mapping measurements on liquid.

3.2.15. The laser power and rep rate are important parameters to consider for experiment design. Every measurement requires different conditions. Please check Section 7: Common mistakes and rules of thumb for QD TCSPC Measurements for tips on experiment design.

3.3. Aqueous and non-volatile solvent measurements

3.3.1. Prepare a fresh lens paper with a drop or two of ethanol and wipe objective once to remove dust.

3.3.2. Add a drop of oil to top of the objective, ensure no air bubbles are in oil.

3.3.3. Use focus knob to lower objective below microscope stage.

3.3.4. place clean #1 glass slide over the objective hole and secure with holding pins. Raise the objective using the focus knob until it contacts the slide.

3.3.5. Deposit solution on top of glass slide. Ensure solution is covering objective.

3.3.6. Place the black-out box over the objective/mirror lens.

3.3.7. Open the excitation shutter on the control panel to allow laser light into the microscope objective.
3.3.8. On the microscope, adjust the fine focus knob until you find the laser reflection (bright white spot) on the ccd camera. A well focused beam should be a tight circle, with no rings.

3.3.9. There should be one strong reflection (the interface of the top of the slide and the solvent) and one weak reflection (the interface of the oil and the bottom of the slide).

3.3.10. Select “test” tab, then choose “point/time trace” then click “Run”.

3.3.11. Focus on the strong reflection, and move up using the focus knob. There should be no drop in intensity or change in lifetime decay.

3.3.12. Place focus within solution. Most importantly be consistent!

3.3.13. Click “Measurement” tab to perform point/time trace measurement after you have focused and set up the correct laser intensity/rep-rate for your measurement in test mode. You should not perform mapping measurements on liquid.

3.3.14. The laser power and rep rate are important parameters to consider for experiment design. Every measurement requires different conditions. Please check Section 7: Common mistakes and rules of thumb for QD TCSPC Measurements for tips on experiment design.

4. Measuring Solids

4.1. Pre-Measurement

4.1.1. Before any measurements are made ensure that 1) microscope is well aligned 2) the optical box is covered 3) the filter wheel closest to the microscope is set to
“Filter 2” on top. This is the 450 nm LP filter and measurements **can not** be made without it in place.

4.1.2. This section will focus on using *volatile* solvents, like hexanes and toluene, often used for nanocrystal solutions by the Owen lab. For water soluble fluorophores the procedure is much easier.

4.1.3. Many solid photoluminescent samples may be measured. We’ll focus on solution deposited QDs and other fluorophores since that is the focus of the Owen lab.

4.1.4. Sample concentration is an important sample prep design parameter. For spin coated or drop-casted samples, UV/Vis aliquot concentration is too high. Any visible color is likely too concentrated to find single particles. Dilute UV/Vis concentrations ~100-1000 times in 0.5% w/w polymer (PMMA, polystyrene) and co deposit using spin coater.

4.1.5. If not spin coating, drop-casting a diluted UV/Vis concentration usually works too.

4.1.6. Use only #1 glass microscope slides, since they have the correct thickness. Circular slides fit nicely into our sample holder, which maybe reduces drift. Rectangular slides fit directly onto stage. There is also a sample holder for square slides.

**4.2. QD/fluorophore on glass substrate mapping**

4.2.1. Prepare a fresh lens paper with a drop or two of ethanol and wipe objective *once* to remove dust.

4.2.2. Add a drop of oil to top of the objective, ensure no air bubbles are in oil.

4.2.3. Use focus knob to lower objective below microscope stage.
4.2.4. Place glass slide with QDs/fluorophores on the top side over the objective hole and secure with holding pins. Raise the objective using the focus knob until it contacts the slide.

4.2.5. Place the black-out box over the objective/mirror lens.

4.2.6. Open the excitation shutter on the control panel to allow laser light into the microscope objective.

4.2.7. On the microscope, adjust the fine focus knob until you find the laser reflection (bright white spot) on the ccd camera. A well focused beam should be a tight circle, with no rings.

4.2.8. There should be one strong reflection (the interface of the top of the slide and the air) and one weak reflection (the interface of the oil and the bottom of the slide).

4.2.9. Focus on the strong reflection on top of the slide.

4.2.10. Have the detector beam cube control rod pulled 1/2 way out so that both detectors are in use. This is necessary for antibunching/cross correlation measurements, and can also be useful for finding particles.

4.2.11. Select “test” tab, then choose “imaging.”

4.2.12. Click “max range” and check that the “fast” tab is selected. Click “start”

4.2.13. After imaging scan has finished, click “select range” and draw a box around a dark area near bright particles. At this scale any bright spots will be collections or aggregates of fluorophore, not single particles. The single particles are emitting light faintly and appear dark.

4.2.14. Repeat 4.2.13 until candidate single particles have been found. After 1 or 2 times zooming in, you should change to “accurate” tab to get better images.
4.2.15. You may also want to adjust the intensity slider using the pop out menu with 11 arrows next to the images to better see regions of lower intensity.

4.3. *QD/fluorophore on glass point measurements*

4.3.1. When a particle of interest is identified click “point/time trace” then “select point” click on the particle on the map and click “start” while still in test mode.

4.3.2. Analyze lifetime decay trace to ensure the particle has reasonable or expected lifetime (i.e. it is not the laser/instrument response from scattering or dust or something)

4.3.3. Optimize time trace intensity by adjusting focus knob.

4.3.4. Stop test measurement, click “measurement” tab. Click “point/time trace” and click “start”

5. **After Measurement**

5.1. *Removing Sample*

5.1.1. After measurements finish, the excitation shutter *should* automatically turn off. Double check the control panel that the excitation shutter is closed.

5.1.2. Remove holding pins from sample.

5.1.3. Lower microscope objective using focus knob until sample is detaches.

5.1.4. Lift sample and wipe bottom with lens paper

5.1.5. Gently wipe objective with dry lens paper, then prepare a fresh lens paper with a drop or two of ethanol and wipe objective *once*.

5.1.6. Lower microscope objective below stage and place black-out box on top.
5.2. *Power off Microscope*

5.2.1. Save any calculations and shut down SymPhoTime software *before* turning off microscope.

5.2.2. Flip Green switch to power off control panel and TCSPC electronics. Turn adjacent key to turn off laser. **Do Not** adjust anything else.

5.2.3. Data can be saved to a flash drive or cloud storage. The .sptw workstations are just folders that contain .ptu and other Picoquant files. Copy the desired .sptw folder.

5.2.4. Any graph produced in SymPhoTime can be exported as a .dat (similar to .csv, readable by excel, if any problems occur literally change the name to .csv instead of .dat) by right clicking and selecting “Export ASCII”.

5.2.5. Maps and images can be exported as bitmaps by right clicking and selecting “export” > “Bitmap” or other options.

6. **Data Analysis**

6.1. The SymPhoTime software is capable of performing many data analysis techniques, however the python script provided (qdTCSPC.py) is more complete, more flexible, and allows for time gating which is very important for measuring QDs.

6.2. Refer to the source code below or at github.com/trevhull, which contains instructions on using the python script.

7. **Common mistakes and rules of thumb for QD TCSPC Measurements**

7.1. *Sample preparation*

7.1.1. If your spin coating solution is not colorless, it is too concentrated.
7.1.2. 0.5% to 1% w/w polymer solution is probably sufficient for co-deposition

7.2. Alignment

7.2.1. Many issues can be resolved by re-aligning the pinhole

7.2.2. Use the Picoquant manual guide for alignment. The laser and mirror work great

7.2.3. Remember to change filter 2 to OD 3 when using the laser and mirror

7.2.4. Remember to change back to filter 2 after alignment

7.2.5. If the two detector intensities are not the same level, align the lenses in front of the detectors (see Picoquant manual)

7.2.6. Pray you never have to do a fundamental alignment (see Picoquant manual)

7.3. Lifetime Measurements

7.3.1. The rep rate should reflect a window time at least 4 times greater than the longest lifetime measured (e.g. if longest lifetime component is 100 ns, window must be 400 ns to properly decay, so set laser rep rate no faster than 2.5 MHz)

7.3.2. For PL decays longer than ~10 ns tail fitting is probably fine

7.3.3. Lifetime measurements should be made at count rate of 1-5% of rep rate

7.3.4. In fact, generally choose the lowest count rate that has distinct signal (should appear ~monoexponential on live histogram view)

7.3.5. Lifetime intensity should be between $10^4$ and $10^5$ counts at peak
7.4. *Substrate Measurements*

7.4.1. For blinking the laser power should be around 2 au, at least below 10au, depending on the signal/noise of the QD

7.4.2. To find single particles when mapping, you must zoom in and use accurate mode

7.4.3. Streaks in maps are due to blinking, discolored horizontal bars are due to change in the TSCPC resolution (uncheck the “auto” box next to TCSPC resolution)

7.4.4. Generally, look for dark areas, not areas where fluorescence is obvious. The brightest areas are groups of multiple QDs, guaranteed. If you’re having trouble look around bright areas for single QDs.

7.5. *General troubleshooting tips*

7.5.1. Ensuring there were no filters put in place during previous experiments is a helpful troubleshooting step that may save the user pain and frustration.

7.5.2. Remember also that the 450nm long pass filter (Filter 2 on the filter wheel) is required to measure photoluminescence, instead of reflected laser light (but obviously should not be in place when deliberately measuring reflected laser light)
8. qdTCSPC.py Source code

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Created on Tue May 22 13:16:51 2018

@author: Trevor Hull
www.trevorhull.com
github.com/trevhull

import os
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from phconvert import pqreader
import pycorrelate as pyc
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
from matplotlib.gridspec import GridSpec
from scipy.integrate import simps

def monoexfit(x, a, b, e):
    """
    (a*(np.exp((-x/b))))+e
    """
    return (a*(np.exp((-x/b))))+e

def biexfit(x, a, b, c, d, e):
    return (a*(np.exp((-x/b))))+(c*(np.exp((-x/d))))+e

def triexfit(x, a, b, c, d, e, f, g):
    return (a*(np.exp((-x/b))))+(c*(np.exp((-x/d))))+(e*(np.exp((-x/f))))+g

def truncpowerfunc(x, a, b, c, d):
    return (a*(x**(d-b)))*(d*(np.exp(-x/c)))

def powerfunc(x, a, b):
    return a*(x**(-b))

class ptu:
def __init__(self, path, file):
    self.path = path
    self.name = file

    #def loadptu(self):
    filename = self.path + self.name
    timestamps, detectors, nanotimes, self.meta = pqreader.load_ptu(filename)
    nanotimes = nanotimes[detectors != 127]
    timestamps = timestamps[detectors != 127]
    detectors = detectors[detectors != 127]

    self.cins =
    int(round(1/self.meta['nanotimes_unit']/self.meta['tags']['TTResult_SyncRate']['value']))

    #This is here because there's some problem in picoquant's record taking where you get
    #photon counts in your lifetime measurement that are impossibly long, i.e. they are longer
    #then the time between laser pulses. I'm not 100% sure why this happens but I think it
    #has something to do with the tcspc resolution. However, you should be careful about the
    #way python converts integers in cins because sometimes if cins = 3999.999 the int
    #rounding
    #will make it 3999. so make sure cins has round() in it
    self.timestamps = timestamps[nanotimes<self.cins]
    self.detectors = detectors[nanotimes<self.cins]
    self.nanotimes = nanotimes[nanotimes<self.cins]

    # Need some units to get to truetime aka T2, timestamps_unit & nanotimes)unit also
    #provided by pqreader
    self.truetime =
    (((self.timestamps*self.meta['timestamps_unit'])+(self.nanotimes*self.meta['nanotimes_unit'])))
    #longtime is gonna be out cutoff, last value of truetime. might not actually need it for this
    program ...
    self.longtime = self.truetime[-1]

    file_dict = {'longtime': longtime,
                 'truetime': truetime,
                 'timestamps': timestamps,
                 'detectors': detectors,
                 'nanotimes': nanotimes,
                 'meta': meta}

    self.file_dict = file_dict
def window(self, lowerBound, upperBound):
    
    Create a new ptu object that only contains photons during some duration of the experiment between lowerBound and upperBound
    
    newself = ptu(self.path, self.name)

    newself.timestamps = newself.timestamps[(newself.truetime > lowerBound) & (newself.truetime < upperBound)]
    newself.nanotimes = newself.nanotimes[(newself.truetime > lowerBound) & (newself.truetime < upperBound)]
    newself.detectors = newself.detectors[(newself.truetime > lowerBound) & (newself.truetime < upperBound)]
    newself.truetime = newself.truetime[(newself.truetime > lowerBound) & (newself.truetime < upperBound)]

    newself.longtime = newself.truetime[-1]

    print('data has been truncated between ' + str(lowerBound) + ' and ' + str(upperBound) + ' seconds')

    return newself

def lifetime(self, fitFunc):
    #meta = self.meta
    bins = int(1/self.meta['nanotimes_unit']/self.meta['tags']['TTResult_SyncRate']['value'])
    nanotimes = self.nanotimes
    lifeIntensity, lifeBin_ = np.histogram(nanotimes, bins)
    lifeBins = lifeBin_[:-1]*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']*1e6
    #fig = plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
    #ax1 = plt.subplot(1,1,1)
    #ax1.set_yscale('log')
    #plt.plot(bubin, plint)
    #plt.xlabel('time ($\mu$s)')
    #plt.ylabel('intensity (counts)')
    #plt.show()

    self.lifeBins = lifeBins
    self.lifeIntensity = lifeIntensity

    return

def lifePlot(self, fitFunc, lifeBound):

    self.lifeBins = lifeBins
    self.lifeIntensity = lifeIntensity

    return
self.lifetime(fitFunc)
plt.figure(figsize=(5,4))
ax1 = plt.subplot(1,1,1)
ax1.set_yscale('log')
plt.plot(self.lifeBins, self.lifeIntensity, '.')

if fitFunc == monoexfit:
    self.fitMono(lifeBound)
elif fitFunc == biexfit:
    self.fitBi(lifeBound)
elif fitFunc == triexfit:
    self.fitTri(lifeBound)
else:
    print('not a valid fit, sorry')

plt.plot(self.fitBins, fitFunc(self.fitBins, *self.lifepopt), 'r')

plt.xlabel('time ($\mu s$)')
plt.ylabel('intensity (counts)')

plt.show()
#print(popt)

return

def calcBlink(self, resolution):
    """
    """
    bins = int(self.longtime/resolution)
    blinkY,cins = np.histogram(self.truetime,bins)
    blinkX = cins[:len(cins)-1]

    freqX, dins = np.histogram(blinkY, 1000)
    freqY = dins[:len(dins)-1]

    self.blinkX = blinkX
    self.blinkY = blinkY
self.freqX = freqX
self.freqY = freqY
self.blinkRes = resolution

return #file_dict
def plotBlink(self, resolution):
    '''
    plot some damn blinking
    '''
    self.calcBlink(resolution)
    plt.figure(figsize=(16,8))
    gs = GridSpec(2, 5)
    # identical to ax1 = plt.subplot(gs.new_subplotspec((0, 0), colspan=3))
    ax1 = plt.subplot(gs[0, :-1])
    ax1.tick_params(labelleft=True)
    plt.xlim(min(self.blinkX),self.longtime)
    plt.xlabel('Time (sec)', fontsize=12)
    plt.ylabel('Intensity (Counts)', fontsize=12)
    plt.plot(self.blinkX, self.blinkY)
    ax2 = plt.subplot(gs[0, -1])
    plt.xlabel('frequency (counts)', fontsize=12)
    plt.plot(self.freqX, self.freqY)
    ax2.tick_params(labelleft=False)
    plt.show()
    return #blinkX, blinkY, freqX, freqY

'''
def digitize(self, threshold):
    i = 0
    off = np.zeros(len(self.blinkY))
    for i in range(0,len(self.blinkY)):
        if self.blinkY[i] > threshold:
            off[i] = 1
        else:
            off[i] = 0

    self.digital = off
    self.threshold = threshold
    return #blink_dict

'''
def digitize(self, *threshold):
    i = 0
    off = np.empty(len(self.blinkY)) * np.NaN
#print(threshold)
for j in range(0, len(threshold)):
    
    if type(threshold[j]) != tuple:
        print('this is not my beautiful tuple')
        fixThreshold = (min(self.blinkY), threshold[j]), (threshold[j], max(self.blinkY))
        for i in range(0, len(self.blinkY)):
            if (self.blinkY[i] > fixThreshold[j][0]) & (self.blinkY[i] < fixThreshold[j][1]):
                off[i] = j
                #print(j)
            else:
                pass
    
    if type(threshold[j]) != tuple:
        print('this is not my beautiful tuple')
        fixThreshold = (min(self.blinkY), threshold[j]), (threshold[j], max(self.blinkY))

    if type(threshold[j]) == tuple:
        print(threshold[j])
        #print(j)
        for i in range(0, len(self.blinkY)):
            if (self.blinkY[i] > threshold[j][0]) & (self.blinkY[i] < threshold[j][1]):
                off[i] = j
                #print(j)
            else:
                pass
    else:
        print('this is not my beautiful tuple')
        #fixThreshold = (min(self.blinkY), threshold[0]), (threshold[0], max(self.blinkY))
        for i in range(0, len(self.blinkY)):
            if self.blinkY[i] > threshold[j]:
                off[i] = 1
            else:
                off[i] = 0
        
        threshold = ((min(self.blinkY), threshold[0]), (threshold[0], max(self.blinkY)))
    
self.digital = off
self.threshold = threshold

return #blink_dict

def countDigital(self, choice):
    #NOTE: YOU NEVER ACTUALLY TYPE IN THIS COMMAND IT ALL GOES TO
digitalLot
    #first get some info from our file dictionary
    #then we're gonna make 'timebin' which will hold the on/off time as we're counting, this will
    #up in an array later on

    if max(self.digital) == 1:
        timebin = 0
        n = len(self.blinkX)
        #generalized for on or off, depending on what you specify!
        for i in range(n-1):
            #remember you have to digitize before you can count! 1 is on, 0 is off
            if choice == 'off':
                num = 0
            elif choice == 'on':
                num = 1
            else:
                print('bad choice! choose "on" or "off"')

            if (self.digital[i] == num):
                timebin += 1
            elif (timebin == 0) & (self.digital[i]!=num):
                pass
            else:
                yield timebin
                #print(timebin*0.01)
                timebin = 0

    elif max(self.digital) == 2:
        timebin = 0
        n = len(self.blinkX)
        #generalized for on or off, depending on what you specify!
        for i in range(n-1):
            #remember you have to digitize before you can count! 1 is on, 0 is off
if choice == 'off':
    num = 0
elif choice == 'grey':
    num = 1
elif choice == 'on':
    num = 2
else:
    print('bad choice! choose "on" or "off" or maybe "grey"')

if (self.digital[i] == num):
    timebin += 1
elif (timebin == 0) & (self.digital[i]!=num):
    pass
else:
    yield timebin
    #print(timebin*0.01)
    timebin = 0

return #file_dict

def digitalPlot(self, choice, fitFunc):
    
    #blinkX = file_dict['blinkX']
    #digital = file_dict['digital']
    #choice = str(choice)
    choiceTime = np.fromiter(self.countDigital(choice), dtype=int)
    correctTime = choiceTime*self.blinkRes
    #digBins = int(len(/0.08863636363636365)
    digBins = int(self.longtime/self.blinkRes)
    statY, tatX = np.histogram(correctTime, bins = digBins)
    statX = (tatX[:(len(tatX)-1)])

    #to properly weight things we need to remove the zeros
    fixStatY = statY[statY!=0]
    probX = statX[statY!=0]

    #let's make an array the right length to save memory for our iteration
    probY = np.zeros(len(fixStatY))
    #So we need to weight each value by the probablity or the time distance (dt)
    #between nearest neighbors a and b
    for i in range(0,len(fixStatY)):
        if i == 0:
            dt = abs(probX[i+1] - probX[i])
elif probX[i] == probX[-1]:
    dt = abs(probX[i-1] - probX[i])
else:
    a = abs(probX[i-1] - probX[i])
    b = abs(probX[i+1] - probX[i])
    dt = (a+b)/2

# then take the value fixStatY divide by the total # of records sum(fixStatY) * 1 / dt
probY[i] = ((fixStatY[i]/sum(fixStatY)))*(1/dt))

# let's try and fit the data
try:
    popt, pcov = curve_fit(fitFunc, probX, probY)
except RuntimeError:
    print('fit error')
    pass

ax = plt.subplot(1,1,1)
ax.set_yscale('log')
ax.set_xscale('log')
plt.plot(probX, probY, 'o')
try:
    plt.plot(probX, fitFunc(probX, *popt), 'r-')
except UnboundLocalError:
    pass
plt.show()

if fitFunc == powerfunc:
    print('P(t) = ' + str(round(popt[0],2)) + '*tau^(' + str(round(popt[1],2)) +')')
elif fitFunc == truncpowerfunc:
    print('P(t) = ' + str(round(popt[0],2)) + 'xtau^(' + str(round(popt[1],2)) + ')*' + str(round(popt[2],2)) + 'e^(' + str(round(popt[3],2)) + ')')

if choice == 'on':
    self.onProbX = probX
    self.onProbY = probY
    self.onpop = popt
else:
    self.offProbX = probX
    self.offProbY = probY
    self.offpop = popt

return #popt, probX, probY, digBins

def calcDig(self, onfitFunc, offfitFunc):
    print('ON')
from pyc import pcorrelate
import numpy as np

self.digitalPlot('on', onfitFunc)
print('OFF')
self.digitalPlot('off', offfitFunc)
return

def onFrac(self):
    self.onFrac = len(self.digital[self.digital==1])/len(self.digital)
    print(round(self.onFrac, 2))
    return

def offFrac(self):
    self.offFrac = len(self.digital[self.digital==0])/len(self.digital)
    print(round(self.offFrac, 2))
    return

def antibunching(self, samples, timegate):
    rep = self.meta['tags']['TTResult_SyncRate']['value']
    maxCorr = round(1/rep*1e6, 1)+(round((1/rep*1e6)/2, 1))
    l = -maxCorr*1e-6
    m = maxCorr*1e-6
    sp = samples
    p = (m-l)/sp
    lags = np.arange(l, m, p)
    self.antibunchX = (lags[:len(lags)-1])* 1e6

    correctNanotimes = self.nanotimes*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']
    a = self.truetime[(self.detectors==0)&(correctNanotimes>(timegate/1e9))]
    b = self.truetime[(self.detectors==1)&(correctNanotimes>(timegate/1e9))]

    self.G = pyc.pcorrelate(a, b, lags, 1)
    self.H = pyc.pcorrelate(b, a, lags, 1)
    self.antibunchY = (self.G + self.H)/2

    return self.antibunchY, self.antibunchX

def plotAB(self, samples, timegate):
    self.antibunching(samples, timegate)
    plt.plot(self.antibunchX, self.antibunchY)
    plt.xlabel('delay time ($\mu$s)')
    plt.ylabel('G[t]')
    plt.show()
def BXratio(self, bound):
    rep = round(1/self.meta['tags']['TTResult_SyncRate']['value']*1e6,1)
    lcbound = 0 - (bound/2)
    rcbound = 0 + (bound/2)
    lrbound = rep - (bound)
    rrbound = rep + (bound)

    cent = self.antibunchY[(self.antibunchX > lcbound) & (self.antibunchX < rcbound)]
    xcent = self.antibunchX[(self.antibunchX > lcbound) & (self.antibunchX < rcbound)]

    right = self.antibunchY[(self.antibunchX > lrbound) & (self.antibunchX < rrbound)]
    xright = self.antibunchX[(self.antibunchX > lrbound) & (self.antibunchX < rrbound)]

    area = simps(cent, xcent)
    rarea = simps(right, xright)
    self.bx = area/rarea
    #print(self.bx)
    return self.bx

def printBX(self, bound):
    self.BXratio(bound)
    print(self.bx)

#COME BACK AND WORK ON THIS
def loopBX(self, maxGateTime, inc, samples):
    i = 0
    rep = 1/(self.meta['tags']['TTResult_SyncRate']['value'])*1e6
    #maxCorr = rep+(rep/2)
    bound = rep/4

    tg = np.zeros((int(maxGateTime/inc)))
    bxarray = np.zeros((int(maxGateTime/inc)))
    for i in range(int(maxGateTime/inc)):
        I, plags = self.antibunching(samples, (i*inc))
        #bx = self.BXratio(bound)
        bxarray[i] = self.BXratio(bound)
tg[i] = (i*inc)

self.GDT = tg
self.RTG = bxarray
#plt.plot(tg,bxarray)

plt.plot(self.GDT, self.RTG, 'o')
plt.show()
return #file_dict

def crosstalk(self,samples, timegate):
    self.antibunching(samples, timegate)

    #l,m = antibunching_G(file_dict, samples, timegate)
    #n, o = antibunching_H(file_dict, samples, timegate)
    p = np.append(self.H[self.antibunchX<0],self.G[self.antibunchX>0])
    plt.figure(figsize=(3,3))
    plt.plot(self.antibunchX,p)
    plt.xlabel('correlation time ($\mu$s)')
    plt.ylabel('coincidences')
    plt.show()

    return #l,m,n,o,p

def calcFlid(self, fitFunc):
    #nanotimes = file_dict['nanotimes']
    #truetime = file_dict['truetime']
    #blinkX = file_dict['blinkX']
    lifetime_resolution = 1

    self.flid = np.zeros(len(self.blinkX))
    i=0
    #banotimes = nanotimes[nanotimes<2500]
    while (i+1)*lifetime_resolution < len(self.blinkX):
        dtrins = self.nanotimes[(self.blinkX[(i*lifetime_resolution)]< self.truetime) &
                                (self.truetime < self.blinkX[(i+1)*lifetime_resolution])]
        #ax = plt.subplot(1,1,1)
        #ax.set_yscale('log')
        #print(i)
        #dbins = len(self.blinkX)
        dbins = int(round(len(self.blinkX)/10))
        #ax = plt.subplot(1,1,1)
        #ax.set_yscale('log')
        #plt.xlim

    124
fa = a[bbins > 0.004]
fbins = bbins[bbins > 0.004]
try:
    popt, pcov = curve_fit(fitFunc, fbins, fa, bounds = (0,[100, 0.2, 100])) #4.44194979
    0.14768228 39.53100168  0.05597095
except RuntimeError:
    #print("Found an error")
    pass
if fitFunc == biexfit:
    self.flid[i] = ((popt[0]*popt[1]) + (popt[2]*popt[3]))/(popt[0]+popt[2])
    #self.flid[i] = tave
else:
    #tave = popt[1]
    self.flid[i] = popt[1]
#plt.hist(dtrins, dbins, histtype = 'step')
#plt.plot(fbins, *popt(fbins))
#plt.show()
#self.flid = flid
i+=1
return #
def heatFlid(self, xlim):
    #self.flid = file_dict['flid']
    #blink_y = file_dict['blink_y']
    extent = [min(self.flid),xlim,min(self.blinkY),max(self.blinkY)]
    plt.hexbin(self.flid,self.blinkY,extent=extent,gridsize=80,bins='log')
    plt.xlim(0,xlim)
    plt.ylim(min(self.blinkY),max(self.blinkY))
    plt.xlabel('lifetime ($\mu s$)', fontsize=12)
    plt.ylabel('Intensity (Counts)', fontsize=12)
    plt.show()
return

def blinkLifetime(self):
    ""
    calculate lifetime histograms in a specified intensity range.
    Requires blinking trace and digitization.
    ""

TODO:
o generalization
o separate calculation from plotting
o calculate bins instead of name it

#check which bins are 'on' (==1) and 'off' (==0) and assign each photon
#in those bins the on/off 1/0 of the bin so we can gather up all nanotimes
#for the lifetime fitting
self.nanodigital = np.zeros(len(self.nanotimes))
i = 0
j = 0
while self.blinkX[i] < self.blinkX[-1]:
    if self.truetime[j] > self.blinkX[i]:
        i+=1
    else:
        #if self.digital[i] == 0:
        #print('low')
        self.nanodigital[j] = self.digital[i]
        j+=1

    # if self.digital[i] == 1:
    #print('high')
    # self.nanodigital[j] = 1
    # j+=1

#Calculate lifetime histograms
#"ON" histogram
dbins = 1000

if max(self.nanodigital) == 1:
    self.onY, onX_needsTrim = np.histogram(self.nanotimes[self.nanodigital == 1],
                               dbins)#='auto')
    self.onX = onX_needsTrim[:(len(onX_needsTrim))-1]*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']*1e6

    #"OFF" histogram
    self.offY, offX_needsTrim = np.histogram(self.nanotimes[self.nanodigital == 0],
                               dbins)#='auto')
    self.offX = offX_needsTrim[:(len(offX_needsTrim))-1]*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']*1e6

elif max(self.nanodigital) == 2:
    self.onY, onX_needsTrim = np.histogram(self.nanotimes[self.nanodigital == 2],
                               dbins)#='auto')
    self.onX = onX_needsTrim[:(len(onX_needsTrim))-1]*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']*1e6
self.greyY, greyX_needsTrim = np.histogram(self.nanotimes[self.nanodigital == 1], dbins)#='auto')
self.greyX = greyX_needsTrim[:((len(greyX_needsTrim)) - 1)*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']]*1e6

"""OFF" histogram
self.offY, offX_needsTrim = np.histogram(self.nanotimes[self.nanodigital == 0], dbins)#='auto')
self.offX = offX_needsTrim[:((len(offX_needsTrim)) - 1)*self.meta['nanotimes_unit']]*1e6

return #onY, onX_corrected, offY, offX_corrected

def plotBlinkLifetime(self, choice):
    """
    print the blinking, frequencies, and lifetimes you calculated using BlinkLife
    """
    #plotting:
    self.blinkLifetime()

    plt.figure(figsize=(16,4))
gs = GridSpec(1, 8)
    # identical to ax1 = plt.subplot(gs.new_subplotspec((0, 0), colspan=3))
ax1 = plt.subplot(gs[0, :4])
plt.xlim(0,self.longtime)
plt.ylim(0,max(self.blinkY + (self.blinkY*0.05)))
plt.xlabel('time (sec)', fontsize=12)
plt.ylabel('Intensity (Counts)', fontsize=12)
    #off
ax1.axhspan(self.threshold[0][0],self.threshold[0][1], color='r', alpha = 0.5)
    #on
ax1.axhspan(self.threshold[-1][0],self.threshold[-1][1], color='b', alpha = 0.5)

if max(self.nanodigital) == 2:
    ax1.axhspan(self.threshold[-2][0],self.threshold[-2][1], color='g', alpha = 0.5)

plt.plot(self.blinkX, self.blinkY, 'black')
#pt.plot(self.blinkX[self.blinkY < 60], self.blinkY[self.blinkY < 60], 'r.' )
#pt.axhline(y=60, color='r', linestyle='--')
ax2 = plt.subplot(gs[0, 4:5])
plt.ylim(0,max(self.blinkY + (self.blinkY*0.05)))
#plt.xlim(0,500)
plt.xlabel('frequency (counts)', fontsize=12)
ax2.axhspan(self.threshold[0][0],self.threshold[0][1], color='r', alpha = 0.5)
#on
ax2.axhspan(self.threshold[-1][0],self.threshold[-1][1], color='b', alpha = 0.5)
if max(self.nanodigital) == 2:
    ax2.axhspan(self.threshold[-2][0],self.threshold[-2][1], color='g', alpha = 0.5)
plt.plot(self.freqX, self.freqY, 'black')
ax2.tick_params(labelleft=False)

ax3 = plt.subplot(gs[0, -2:])
plt.xlabel('time ($\mu$s)', fontsize=12)
plt.ylabel('log intensity (counts)', fontsize=12)
ax3.set_yscale('log')
plt.plot(self.onX, (self.onY-min(self.onY))/max(self.onY), 'b.'#, histtype = 'step')
plt.plot(self.offX, (self.offY-min(self.offY))/max(self.offY), 'r.'#, histtype = 'step')
if max(self.nanodigital) == 2:
    plt.plot(self.greyX, (self.greyY-min(self.greyY))/max(self.greyY), 'g.'#, histtype = 'step')
if choice == 1:
    try:
        fitonX = self.onX[self.onX > 0.008]
        fitonY = self.onY[self.onX > 0.008]
        popt, pcov = curve_fit(monoexfit, fitonX, fitonY, p0 = (0.01, 0.03, 0.001))#, bounds = (0,[1, 0.02, 1]))
        print(popt)
    except RuntimeError:
        print('this is not my beautiful fit!')
        plt.plot(fitonX, monoexfit(fitonX, *popt), 'r--')
else:
    pass
plt.show()
return
def fitTri(self, lifeBound):
    try:
def fitBi(self, lifeBound):
    try:
        self.fitIntensity = self.lifeIntensity[self.lifeBins > lifeBound]
        self.fitBins = self.lifeBins[self.lifeBins > lifeBound]
        popt, pcov = curve_fit(biexfit, self.fitBins, self.fitIntensity, p0=(0.7, 0.070, .3, 0.01, self.lifeIntensity[-1]))
        #plt.plot(fitBins, fitFunc(fitBins, *popt), '-')
        self.lifepopt = popt
    except RuntimeError:
        print('unable to fit lifetime, sorry')
    return

def fitMono(self, lifeBound):
    try:
        self.fitIntensity = self.lifeIntensity[self.lifeBins > lifeBound]
        self.fitBins = self.lifeBins[self.lifeBins > lifeBound]
        popt, pcov = curve_fit(monoexfit, self.fitBins, self.fitIntensity, p0=(0.7, 0.070, .3))
        #plt.plot(fitBins, fitFunc(fitBins, *popt), '-')
        self.lifepopt = popt
    except RuntimeError:
        print('unable to fit lifetime, sorry')
    return

def laser(self):
    au = self.meta['tags']['UsrPowerDiode']['value']
    opticalPower = 0.00391 * au
    print('laser power is ' + str(round(opticalPower,3)) + ' uW')
    self.opticalPower = opticalPower
    transmittance405 = 0.83
    fwhm = 250/1e9*100
    #powerDensity = 0.88*((opticalPower/1e6*transmittance405)/(fwhm**2))
    powerDensity = ((2*opticalPower/1e6*transmittance405)/(np.pi*(fwhm/1.18)**2))
    print('laser power density is ' + str(round(powerDensity,2)) + ' mW/cm^2')
    return
class blink(ptu):

    def __init__(self, path, file, resolution):
        ptu.__init__(self, path, file)
        self.path = path
        self.name = file
        #self = ptu(self.path,self.name)
        #self.loadptu()
        self.plotBlink(resolution)
        return